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In this thesis we theoretically discuss some proposals of quantum infor-
mation processing without precise manipulations of interactions over a
large number of qubits. Firstly, we study the measurement-based quan-
tum computation utilizing single-particle operations on the thermal state
of a model spin Hamiltonian with always-on interactions. We find com-
putational errors induced by thermal fluctuations can be corrected and
thus the computation can be executed fault tolerantly if the temperature
is below a threshold value. Next, the fault-tolerant quantum computation
on distributed quantum computers is investigated. A distributed quantum
computer is composed of many small components, each of which only con-
tains one or few qubits. These small components are networked together
by communications of single photons in order to constitute a full scale
quantum computer. The distributed architecture can also be used for the
long-distance quantum communication. We find that distributed quantum
computers composed of single-qubit components can be utilized as quan-
tum repeaters. Moreover, entanglement over arbitrary distances can be
generated on a two-dimensional quantum network with a fixed number of
(e.g. five) quantum memories in each node. Then, we propose a protocol
for the creation of photonic Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger and linear clus-
ter states emitted from a single atom or ion coupled to an optical cavity
field. Finally, we investigate hybrid entangling gates via scattering between
a flying photonic qubit and an atomic qubit (an emitter) coupled with a
one-dimensional wave guide, which allow for measurement-based quantum
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For many years, scientists have been working on scalable quantum com-
puting and long distance quantum communication due to their unique
advantages[1]. Quantum computers could be able to solve certain problems
much faster than any classical computer by using the best currently known
algorithms, like integer factorization using quantum Shor’s algorithm or the
simulation of quantum many-body systems. A useful quantum computer
has to be scalable, e.g. the factorization of a 200-digit number requires
thousands of qubits [2]. The scalability of quantum computers requires
the ability of manipulating a large number of quantum bits (qubits) pre-
cisely, and it is critical for quantum computing. Quantum communication
is the art of transferring quantum states from one location to another,
which is used for quantum cryptography and sharing quantum information
between quantum computers. Quantum cryptography can complete some
cryptographic tasks that are proven or conjectured to be impossible using
only classical communication. Quantum states of light are usually used for
transferring quantum bits. City-scale optical quantum communication has
been realized, but global quantum communication is still a challenge due
to strong losses of photons in optical fibres.
Many candidates of the platform for quantum information processing
(QIP) are currently being explored, ranging from isolated atoms to solid
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systems. Single ions can be confined in free space by appropriate electric
fields [3, 4, 5]. These ions have excellent coherence properties of certain en-
ergy levels due to being well isolated from sources of decoherence. Trapped
ions can be entangled through a laser-induced coupling mediated by a col-
lective mode of harmonic motion in the trap [6, 7]. Making two neigh-
bouring ions interact controllably requires precise manipulation of their
motional degrees of freedom. A lot of work is needed to realize an archi-
tecture of QIP with trapped ions in a scalable way [8, 9, 10]. Solid state
devises may be easier to assemble and cool. However, most of these systems
require very low temperatures, as they are usually strongly coupled to en-
vironments. For example, quantum dots operate at the temperature ∼ 1K
[11, 12], and thermal effects are depressed at the temperature ∼ 10mK in
superconducting qubits [13, 14]. In contrast, nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres
are deep defects in large band gap materials (diamonds) [15], thereby their
states are stable even at large temperatures, e.g. the T1 limit is expected to
be of the order of seconds at room temperature [16]. The challenge in using
NV centres for quantum computation is that the interaction is extremely
short-range [17, 18].
In this thesis we theoretically discuss some proposals of QIP without
precise manipulations of interactions over a large number of qubits.
Standard quantum computing uses the unitary evolution as a basic
mechanism for QIP. Another paradigm is the measurement-based quan-
tum computing (MBQC), in which one processes quantum information
by single-particle operations and measurements on a non-trivial entangled
state [19, 20, 21]. Such entangled states serve as universal resources of
MBQC [22]. These universal resources can be prepared without a precise
control of interactions, even without direct interactions between atoms or
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solid qubits. Therefore, the idea of MBQC may simplify scalable quantum
computing. In Chapter 2, we describe how to use low-temperature ther-
mal states as universal resources. Usually, it is implicitly assumed that the
interactions between qubits can be switched off after universal resources
are prepared, so that the dynamics of the measured qubits do not affect
the computation. By proposing a model spin Hamiltonian, we demonstrate
that MBQC can be achieved on a thermal state with always-on two-body
interactions. Moreover, computational errors induced by thermal fluctu-
ations can be corrected and thus the computation can be executed fault-
tolerantly if the temperature is below a threshold value. In Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, we discuss the possibility of using a distributed quantum proces-
sor to achieve scalability by networking together many small components.
Each small component contains one or few trapped ions [23] or a NV center
[24] coupled with the optical field. By jointly detecting photons emitted
from isolated components, we can entangle them into a universal resource.
In such an approach to quantum computing, the operations between qubits
are non-deterministic and likely to fail. These entangling operations (EOs)
between components should be assumed to be failure prone. In Chapter 3,
we focus on the logical limit of this architecture that each component con-
tains only one qubit. We investigate fault-tolerant quantum computation
(FTQC) with both large heralded failure rates and other unknown errors
of operations. We find that computation is supported for remarkably high
failure rates (exceeding 90%) providing that failures are heralded, mean-
while the rate of unknown errors should not exceed 2 in 104 operations. In
Chapter 4, we consider more general architectures of distributed quantum
computing, in which each component contains more than one qubits. We
find that with three qubits in each component, the infidelity of remote EOs
3
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may be permitted to approach 10% if the infidelity in local operations is of
order 0.1%.
Today, it is possible to transfer quantum states with photons over more
than 100km [25, 26, 27, 28]. However, when the distance increases, quan-
tum communication becomes harder, because the success probability of
transmitting a qubit and the fidelity of the resulting quantum state de-
creases exponentially with distance by using direct transmission. One of the
most celebrated solutions to this problem is the use of quantum-repeaters
[29]. The distance between two neighbouring repeaters is usually short,
and entanglements between them can be prepared by transmitting photons.
With quantum operations inside each repeater, a long distance entangle-
ment can be generated by consuming these short distance entanglements.
As a drawback, this strategy consumes an amount of quantum memories
per repeater that grows with the distance for establishing entanglement,
even when error-correction is used [30, 31]. Therefore, we meet the same
challenge of scalable quantum computing in quantum communication. In
Chapter 5, we show how to distribute entanglements with quantum re-
peaters on the distributed quantum computing architecture, on which it is
believed that achieving scalability is easier.
The distribution of entanglement in quantum networks has been the fo-
cus of intense research. Non-trivial geometry of the quantum network can
be used, for instance, in entanglement percolation [32] or error correction
strategies [33, 34, 35, 36]. However, all the known results in this direction
relies on unrealistic quantum states [32, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] or networks
with an impractical geometry (e.g. three-dimensional) [33, 35, 36] or the
consumption of a growing amount of local resources [34, 43]. Entangle-
ment distribution in a noisy two-dimensional network with a fixed local
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resources is believed to be possible through one-dimensional fault-tolerant
quantum computation schemes [34, 36]. However such a scheme often re-
quires quantum communications and operations with a very small error rate
(approximately 10−5) [44, 45]. In Chapter 6, we show that it is possible
to entangle two distant sites in a two-dimensional network involving real-
istic quantum channels. In the present proposal, the number of quantum
memories per node needed is fixed and it does not scale with the com-
munication distance. So, the scalability of the two-dimensional quantum
network does not rely on the scalability of quantum processors. Moreover
quantum communication error rates of up to 1.67% can be tolerated.
Interfaces of photonic qubits and materiel qubits are important for both
distributed quantum information computation and quantum networking.
Atom-cavity systems make excellent single-photon-single-atom interfaces
[46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. In Chapter 7, we propose a family of protocols for
the creation of photonic Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) [53] and linear
cluster [19] states emitted from a single atom or ion coupled to an optical
cavity field. Recently, another interface was proposed, in which optical
fields are tightly concentrated by a one-dimensional waveguide coupled with
an optical emitter [54]. In Chapter 8, we investigate how to achieve a high-
fidelity matter-photon universal entangling gate via the scattering between
atomic qubits (emitters) and travelling photonic qubits in the waveguide.
We show that the fidelity of such a scattering gate can be unit in spite
of the linewidth of the incident photon and the coupling strength of the









Universal resources of MBQC are needed for one-way quantum computers,
on which any quantum algorithm can be simulated via single-particle op-
erations and measurements [19, 20]. The first identified universal resource
of MBQC was the cluster state [55]. The cluster state can be obtained
as the unique ground state of a Hamiltonian with five-body interactions
[33, 56, 57], but can never occur as the unique ground state of any two-body
Hamiltonian [58]. Fortunately, there exist universal resources that are the
unique ground states of two-body Hamiltonians, albeit with particles of lo-
cal Hilbert space larger than that of a qubit. These two-body Hamiltonians
include the tricluster model [59], an Aﬄeck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki(AKLT)-
like model [60], the two-dimensional AKLT model [61, 62, 63] and a
quadratic Hamiltonian of continuous variables [64]. However, in order to
use the ground state of a system as a universal resource, one usually needs
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to switch off interactions of the system sequentially [59, 62, 63, 60, 65].
Otherwise, the desirable quantum correlations could be destroyed due to
the time evolution of the state via interactions. Therefore, in previous
proposals, MBQC based on ground states requires not only single-particle
operations and measurements but also a good control of interactions. In
this chapter, we show that it is possible to remove this extra requirement,
i.e., MBQC can be performed with always-on interactions.
To this end, we propose a two-dimensional (2D) system and a three-
dimensional (3D) system, whose ground states are universal resources for
MBQC. We show that 2D and 3D systems can be generalized to a family of
similar models. These spin models may be realized in physical systems such
as cold atoms [66, 67, 68], polar molecules [69], trapped ions [70, 71] and
Josephson junction array [72]. We construct a ground state as a universal
resource for MBQC by showing that the ground state can be converted into
a cluster state by single-particle operations and measurements [62, 63, 73,
74]. In practice, one obtains a thermal state instead of the ground state as
a universal resource for MBQC. Thus an energy gap is needed to protect
the state from thermal fluctuations, which is indeed the case in our model.
However, it is not clear how high a temperature can be suffered before
ruining the state as a universal resource of MBQC. Therefore, we investigate
their thermal states and find that computational errors in MBQC induced
by thermal fluctuations can be corrected as long as the temperature is
below a certain value.
This chapter is organized as follows. We give an introduction of cluster
states in Sec. 2.2. Some results of the topological FTQC are reviewed in
Sec. 2.3. The 2D system and the 3D system are described in Sec. 2.5 and





Figure 2.1: Some examples of cluster states and graph states. Square
cluster states [subfigure (a)] and hexagonal cluster states [subfigure (b)] are
universal resources of measurement-based quantum computing (MBQC),
while linear cluster states [subfigure (c)] and star graph states [subfigure
(d)] can not be used for universal MBQC.
fluctuations and the threshold of the temperature for FTQC in Sec. 2.7.
Then, we show MBQC can be performed with always-on interactions in
Sec. 2.8.
2.2 Cluster states
Cluster states are many-body entangled states [55], which are universal
resources of MBQC [22]. The MBQC can utilize the entanglement of a
universal resource state to simulate any quantum computing by single-qubit
operations and measurements. Each kind of cluster states is associated with
a lattice, see Fig. 2.1 (a) and (b) for examples. Cluster states are defined
as follows: (i) there is one qubit located at each vertex; (ii) each qubit is
initialized in the state |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2; and (iii) each edge denotes a
controlled-phase gate on two connected qubits [55]. The controlled-phase
gate on the qubit-a and the qubit-b reads
ΛZ = (1 + Za + Zb − ZaZb)/2, (2.1)
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where X, Y and Z are Pauli matrices σx, σy and σz respectively. The
matrix representation of the controlled-phase gate is
ΛZ =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

, (2.2)






where Na is the set of qubits containing all neighbours of qubit-a. A cluster
state is an eigenstate with eigenvalue +1 of all the stabilizers. One can also
define a state on a general graph, which is called a graph state [75]. All
cluster states and graph states are entangled states, but not all of them are
universal resources of MBQC, see Fig. 2.1 (c) and (d) for examples.






where J is the coupling constant and Ka are stabilizers [33]. These five-
body interactions involved in this Hamiltonian are not natural and can only
be obtained by perturbation from two-body interactions [56].





(−1)µ1µ2+µ2µ3+··· |µ1, µ2, µ3, . . .〉 , (2.5)
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where |µa〉 is the state of the qubit-a and the phase (−1)µaµb is a result of
the controlled-phase gate on qubit-a and qubit-b. The explicitly expression
of a star graph state is
|SGS〉 = 1√
2
(|01,+2,+3, . . .〉+ |11,−2,−3, . . .〉), (2.6)
where the first qubit is the central qubit, while other qubits are flipped from
|+〉 to |−〉 if the state of the central qubit is |1〉 due to controlled-phase
gates. Here, |−〉 = (|0〉 − |1〉)/√2. Therefore, a star graph state is a GHZ
state [53].
2.3 Topological fault-tolerance quantum com-
putation
Topological FTQC was first proposed by R. Raussendorf and his collab-
orators in Refs. [76, 77, 78]. It is a scheme based on three-dimensional
cluster states, but it can be implemented on a two-dimensional physical
architecture. We are interested in the topological FTQC, because it not
only tolerates computational errors but also qubit loss [79].
As described in R. Raussendorf’s papers, the three-dimensional cluster
state is defined on a cubic lattice. The elementary cell of the cubic lattice
is shown in Fig. 2.2. There is one qubit on each face and each edge
of the elementary cubic. Each qubit on a face is connected with its four
neighboring qubits on edges. By shifting the lattice, one can transfer qubits
on faces to edges while transfer qubits on edges to faces. The new lattice is
called the dual lattice of the original primal lattice. We would like to call
this three-dimensional cluster state as the topologically protected cluster
(TPC) state. On the TPC state, after the error correction, whether errors
11
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Figure 2.2: The elementary cell of the topologically protected cluster
state. There is one qubit (a black or red round) on each face and edge
of the cubic. Each qubit on a face is connected with its four neighboring
qubits on edges.
induce a logical error only depends on their topology property.
Like cluster states, the TPC state is stabilized by Ka = Xa
∏
b∈Na Zb,
where N(a) is the set of four qubits on primal (dual) edges of the primal
(dual) face with the qubit-a. The TPC state is also stabilized by K(c) =∏
a∈cXa
∏
b∈∂c Zb, where c is an arbitrary primal (dual) surface and ∂c is
the primal (dual) chain as the boundary of c. Qubits in the set c (∂c) are
located on faces (edges) composing the surface (chain) c (∂c). Here, K(c)
is the product of stabilizers Ka corresponding to primal (dual) faces on the
primal (dual) surface c.
On the TPC state, any error is equivalent to a phase error or a correlated
phase error. Because the TPC state is the eigenstate of stabilizers Ka, a
flip error is equivalent to a product of phase errors as [Xa] =
∏
b∈Na [Zb],
where [X] is the superoperator of a flip error and [Z] is the superoperator
of a phase error. Here, [E](Ψ) = EΨE†, where Ψ is the density matrix of
a state.
Most of the qubits on the TPC state are measured in the X basis
{|+〉 , |−〉}. The outcome of a measurement in the X basis is wrong if
there is a phase error on the measured qubit. One can detect phase errors
12
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by using stabilizers corresponding to closed surfaces. For a closed surface,
the corresponding stabilizer is a product of X, K(cc) =
∏
a∈cc Xa, where
cc denotes the closed surface. Therefore, the product of measurement out-
comes of these X should be +1. If the product is −1 rather than +1,
there should be odd phase errors on the corresponding qubits. In this way,
one uses stabilizers of closed surfaces of elementary cubics to detect phase
errors, which are called parity check operators. An error chain, which is a
sequence of phase errors on primal (dual) faces, going through an elemen-
tary cubic puts two phase errors on the elementary cubic, i.e. the outcome
of the corresponding parity check operator is +1. Only at the end of an
error chain, the corresponding parity check operator is −1. Therefore, par-
ity check operators reveal the endpoints of error chains. One can correct
errors by pairing error syndromes to find error chains, which are parity
check operators with −1 outcomes.
Phase errors do not affect measurements in the Z basis. With measure-
ment in the X basis and Z basis, we can execute Clifford gates. There may
be some errors on qubits measured in other bases, which are be corrected
via Clifford gates.
If the probability of errors are lower than a threshold, one can reduce the
probability of errors after correction to any low value by increasing redun-
dancy. The error threshold depends on the classical algorithm for pairing
syndromes. If phase errors occur independently on the cluster state, the
probability threshold of phase errors on each qubit is 3.20% by using the
random plaquette Z2-gauge model [80] and 2.93% by using the minimum-
weight perfect matching algorithm [81]. An imperfect operation with de-
polarized errors can be described as a combination of a perfect operation
13
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and an erroneous superoperation,
E1 = (1− p1) + p1
3






([1] + [Z])([1] + [X])
for single-qubit operations (initialization, single-qubit gates and measure-
ments) and
E2 = (1− p2) + p2
15






([1] + [Z1])([1] + [X1])([1] + [Z2])([1] + [X2])
for two-qubit operations (e.g. controlled-phase gates), where p1 and p2
are corresponding error rates. We have assumed here that errors are all
depolarized. If p1 = p2, the threshold of error rate is 0.75% by using the
random plaquette Z2-gauge model [77] and 0.58% by using the minimum-
weight perfect matching algorithm [76].
In the topological FTQC, some of phase errors can be correlated. By
using parity check operators to detect phase errors, error corrections of
qubits on the faces (primal qubits, red qubits in Fig. 2.2) and qubits on the
edges (dual qubits, blue qubits in Fig. 2.2) are performed independently.
Therefore, correlations between two sets of qubits can be neglected.
The topological FTQC can tolerate not only computational errors but
also qubit loss. Numerical evidence suggests that, by using the minimum-
weight perfect matching algorithm the error threshold decreases approxi-
mately linearly with the probability of qubit loss and qubit loss less than
24.9% is tolerable [79]. Then, for independent phase errors, we can estimate
14







Figure 2.3: Structures used for implementing (a) single-qubit operations
and (b) two-qubit operations.
error thresholds with
εt = 2.93%− 2.93%
24.9%
ploss, (2.9)
where εt is the probability threshold of phase errors on each qubit of the
TPC state, ploss is the loss rate.
2.4 Measurement-based quantum computing
To process quantum information with universal resources, particles are
measured in a certain order and in a certain basis. The strategies of MBQC
are different for different universal resources. In order to simulate a full
scale quantum computer, a 2D cluster state [Fig. 2.1 (a)] is first reshaped
into a network of some fundamental structures due to the simulated quan-
tum circuit [19, 20]. This task is done by measurements on redundant
qubits in the computational basis. There are two kinds of fundamental
structures as shown in Fig. 2.3, (a) a linear structure used to propagate
the quantum information and simulate single-qubit rotations, (b) an H-
structure is used to simulate a two-qubit operation, e.g. a controlled-NOT
gate. Qubits are measured from left to right in bases according to simulated
operations in order to simulate corresponding quantum operations.
15
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Figure 2.4: The two-dimensional system composed of spin-3/2 particles.
The system is a hexagonal lattice, where center particles (red round) are
located on vertices, while bond particles (blue ring) are located on edges.
There are two kinds of interactions between center particles and bond par-
ticles, Vline (line) and Vdash (dash line). r denotes the position of a center
particle, and the vectors between the center particle and its three interact-
ing bond particles are 1,2,3 respectively.
2.5 2D System
The 2D system shown in Fig. 2.4 is a hexagonal lattice with one more
particle on each edge. The system is composed of spin-3/2 particles, in
which particles on edges are called bond particles, while others are called





























where Sαc is the spin operator of the corresponding center particle, and
Aαb, B
α











































b − 7)/6. (2.17)
The four states of a bond particle are
|3/2〉 = |↑〉A ⊗ |↑〉B , (2.18)
|1/2〉 = |↑〉A ⊗ |↓〉B , (2.19)
|−1/2〉 = |↓〉A ⊗ |↑〉B , (2.20)
|−3/2〉 = |↓〉A ⊗ |↓〉B , (2.21)
where, |m〉 is the eigenstate of Szb with eigenvalue m, and |↑〉I (|↓〉I) is the
eigenstate of Izb with eigenvalue 1/2 (−1/2). Operators of bond particles
satisfy commutation relations [Iαb , J
β




I 2b = 3/4, where
I, J = A,B, and α, β, γ = x, y, z. Therefore, Aαb and Bαb are two sets of
independent spin-1/2 operators. We would like to remark that there are
other choices of Aαb and Bαb that satisfy conditions of spin-1/2 operators.
The Hamiltonian of the system is H =
∑
r hr, where hr = ∆
−→








I r+3, and r denotes the position of a center particle,
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r+ a denotes the position of one bond particle interacting with the center
particle r, where, {a} depends on I ∈ {A,B} as shown in Fig. 2.4.
2.5.1 Ground state and energy gap
























[Tr(Tr + 1)− Sr(Sr + 1)− Ir(Ir + 1)], (2.22)
where Sr = 3/2 and Ir = 1/2 or 3/2. When Ir = 1/2, Tr = 1, 2. When
Ir = 3/2, Tr = 0, 1, 2, 3. One gets the minimum energy by taking Ir = 3/2
and Tr = 0, which gives the ground state, |g〉r, of hr with a total spin of
zero. The energy difference between the ground state and the first excited
state is ∆. Because these hr are independent of each other, the ground
state of the whole system is |G〉 = ⊗r |g〉r and protected by an energy gap
∆. The energy gap only depends on the interaction constant, and does not
vanish in the thermodynamic limit.
2.5.2 POVM and GHZ state
As a preliminary step of MBQC on the ground state, we consider the
POVM (Positive Operator Valued Measure) Fα = (Sα2r −1/4)/
√
6 with I =∑
α=x,y,z F
α†Fα. The POVM is performed on center particles, and projects
the center spin into the subspace spanned by two states with maximum spin
component in the α direction. Since the ground state |g〉r has a total spin
0, all three spin-Ir+a are antiparallel with the center spin-Sr. Therefore,
the POVM projects the state |g〉r into a GHZ state, e.g., for the outcome
18
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z, the output state is |ghz〉r = (|0˜000〉 + |1˜111〉)/
√
2, where |0˜〉 = −|3/2〉,
|1˜〉 = |−3/2〉 are the state of the center spin-Sr, and |0〉 = |↑〉, |1〉 = |↓〉 are
states of bound particles. The state |g〉r is an isotropic state. Therefore,
all outcomes are equivalent to the outcome z up to a set of single-particle
operations U(α̂) = exp[i
−→
T · −→n (α̂)], where α is the outcome and −→n (α̂) =
α̂× ẑ arcsin(|α̂× ẑ|)/|α̂× ẑ|. The state of the whole system after POVMs
and single-particle operations is |{ghz}〉 = ⊗r |ghz〉r, which can also be




r+a and Wr,r+a =
2ZrI
z
r+a for all r and a. |{ghz}〉 is the eigenstate with eigenvalue 1 of all
of these stabilizers, where, X, Y and Z are Pauli operators of the qubit
{|0˜〉, |1˜〉}.
2.5.3 Cluster state and universality of the ground
state
By measuring physical quantities AxbBzb and AzbBxb on the bond particles,
the state |{ghz}〉 can be projected [82, 83, 84] (or “fused”) into a hexago-
nal cluster state, which has the same lattice as the center particles. The
eigenstate with AxbBzb = (1− 2µ)/4 and AzbBxb = (1− 2ν)/4 is
|µ, ν〉 = (|3/2〉+ i2ν |1/2〉+ i2µ |−1/2〉 − i2µi2ν |−3/2〉)/2, (2.23)













one can get a new stabilizer by replacing AxbBzb with the appropriate out-
comes. In Eq. (2.24), we have taken the case Ixr+a = Axr+a as an example,
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.5: The three-dimensional system. (a) The elementary cell of the
system. The system is composed of spin-2 particles and spin-3/2 particles.
Spin-2 particles are center particles (red round), and spin-3/2 particles are
bond particles (blue ring). (b) Three directions for k ≤ 3 of the POVM
on spin-2 particles, which are orthogonal with each other and passing face
centers of a cube. (c) Four directions for k ≥ 4 of the POVM on spin-2
particles, which are along body diagonals of the same cube.
and the result is the same for Ixr+a = Bxr+a. The new stabilizers define a
hexagonal cluster state on center particles up to a Pauli frame, and then
can be corrected by single-particle operations [19, 20, 21]. Since the hexag-
onal cluster state is a universal resource for MBQC [22], universal MBQC
can be performed on center particles.
2.6 3D system and topologically protected
cluster state
Following the idea of the 2D system, we propose a 3D system whose ground
state is also a universal resource for MBQC. The system shown in Fig. 2.5
(a) is composed of spin-2 particles and spin-3/2 particles, where center
particles are spin-2 particles and bond particles are spin-3/2 particles. The
interactions between particles are the same as in Eq. (2.10) and (2.11).
Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the 3D system has the same form as 2D
system, H =
∑
r hr, hr = ∆
−→
S r · −→I r, where −→I r = −→I r+1 +−→I r+2 +−→I r+3 +
−→
I r+4, where {r+a} denote four bond particles interacting with the center
20
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particle r.
In the 3D system, one can get the minimum energy of hr by taking
Ir = 2 and Tr = 0 in Eq. (2.22). Therefore, in the 3D system, the ground
state of each hr is an isotropic state with a total spin 0. The energy
difference between the ground state and the first excited state is ∆, which
means the 3D system is also gapped.
The ground state of the 3D system can be reduced to a 3D cluster
state, a TPC state as shown in Fig. 2.2. Firstly, center particles are







P (α̂) = |α̂; 2〉 〈α̂; 2|+ |α̂;−2〉 〈α̂;−2| (2.25)
projects the center spin into the subspace spanned by two states with max-
imum spin component in the α̂ direction, and |α̂;m〉 is the eigenstate of
α̂ ·−→S c with eigenvalue m. Nk = 1/3 for k ≤ 3 and Nk = 3/8 for k ≥ 4. The
seven directions are shown in Fig. 2.5 (b) and (c). Because four spins {Ir+a}
are all antiparallel with the center spin-Sr, the output states of the POVM
are all GHZ states. These GHZ states are equivalent to the GHZ state with
outcome z, up to single-particle operations U(α̂). Therefore, POVMs on
the center particles, with U(α̂) together, can transform the ground state




r+a and Wr,r+a = 2ZrIzr+a, where
a = 1,2,3,4.
Measuring physical quantities AxbBzb and AzbBxb, one can generate a
new set of stabilizers Xr
∏
a Zr+2a, which defines a TPC state on center
particles, as shown in Fig. 2.2. On the TPC state, quantum correlations
are protected topologically and fault tolerant quantum computing can be
simulated using topological error correction [76, 77].
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Figure 2.6: Error probabilities ε on a GHZ state and p on the cluster
state as functions of the temperature. For 2D system the GHZ state is a
four-qubit state, and for 3D system the GHZ state is a five-qubit state. ε
are almost the same for 2D and 3D systems when the temperature T < ∆.
When T/∆ = 0.2, p = 3%, which means errors induced by a lower temper-
ature are tolerable by using the topological error correction algorithm on
the 3D system.
2.7 Thermal computational errors and error
correction
We have proved the ground states of 2D and 3D systems are universal
resources for MBQC. However, in practice, a system cannot reach the exact
ground state, but rather a thermal state at finite temperature. Thermal
fluctuations can reduce the quantum correlations on ground states and
induce computational errors on the cluster state, which will be used for
MBQC. The thermal state considered is the Gibbs state
ρ = Z−1e−βH , (2.26)
where
Z = tr(e−βH), (2.27)
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−βhr is the Gibbs state of hr. After the POVM and U(α̂), the






where F = F z for the 2D system and F = F (ẑ) for the 3D system. At
an absolute zero temperature, σr = |ghz〉 〈ghz|r is the desired GHZ state.
Here, |ghz〉r is a GHZ state of four qubits for the 2D system and five qubits
for the 3D system. The post-POVM state σr at finite T is only approxi-
mately a GHZ state, i.e., is equivalent to a perfect GHZ state affected by
errors. The probability of an error occurring on the post-POVM state is
ε = 1 − F , where F = tr(σr |ghz〉 〈ghz|r) is the fidelity of the GHZ state.,
as shown in Fig. 2.6.
In the following section, we will study the errors on the GHZ states and
how these errors propagate to errors on the cluster state. We will take the
3D system as an example, and the result for the 2D system is similar.
2.7.1 Errors on GHZ states




r ) as |Sz; I, q, Iz〉. When I = 0, 1, eigen-
states are degenerate and we label these degenerate states by q. The state
|Sz; I, q, Iz〉 can be written as
|Sz; I, q, Iz〉 = ΞI,q,Iz |Sz; ↓↓↓↓〉 , (2.29)
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where

















ΞI,q,Iz>0 = ΠΞI,q,−Iz , (2.33)




r+a flips all spin-Ir+a.









pI,T |I, q;T, T z〉 〈I, q;T, T z| , (2.34)
where |I, q;T, T z〉 is written in the basis {|Sz; I, q, Iz〉} using Clebsch-




pI,TF |I, q;T, T z〉 〈I, q;T, T z|F †, (2.35)
where
F |I, q;T, T z〉 = α |Sz = 2; I, q, Iz = T z − 2〉
+β |Sz = −2; I, q, Iz = T z + 2〉 . (2.36)
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We have assumed here the outcome is F = P (ẑ). Because I ≤ 2, these two
components never exist at the same time except when T z = 0. Therefore,
F |I, q;T, T z〉 ∝

|Sz = 2; I, q, Iz = T z − 2〉 , T z > 0;
δI,SZ
η
r |ghz〉 , T z = 0;
|Sz = −2; I, q, Iz = T z + 2〉 , T z < 0,
(2.37)
where |ghz〉 = (|Sz = 2; ↓↓↓↓〉 + |Sz = −2; ↑↑↑↑〉)/√2. When T z = 0, the
state F |I, δ;T, T z〉 is a GHZ state. Here η = 0, 1 depends on T . Using the
symmetry property of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 〈S, Sz; I, Iz |T, T z〉 =
(−1)S+I−T 〈I, Iz;S, Sz |T, T z〉, we know that η = [1− (−1)T ]/2. Therefore,
we can write the state after the POVM as




pI,q,Iz(|Sz = 2; I, q, Iz〉 〈Sz = 2; I, q, Iz|
+ |Sz = −2; I, q,−Iz〉 〈Sz = −2; I, q,−Iz|), (2.38)
where pI,q,Iz is the probability of |Sz = ±2; I, q,±Iz〉, which is independent
of the sign of Sz and Iz due to the symmetry of the state.
Using
|Sz = 2; I, q, Iz〉 = ΞI,q,Iz 1− Zr√
2
|ghz〉 , (2.39)
|Sz = −2; I, q,−Iz〉 = ΞI,q,Iz 1 + Zr√
2
|ghz〉 (2.40)
we write σr as σr = Eghzr (|ghz〉 〈ghz|), where the erroneous operator




pI,q,Iz([ΞI,q,Iz ] + [Zr] ◦ [ΞI,q,Iz ]).
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2.7.2 Measurements on bond particles
The measurements of Axr+aBzr+a and Azr+aBxr+a on bond particles and single-



























We have taken I = A for the center particle r. PoA,oB is the projector
due to the measurement and the operation OoA,oB are used to correct Pauli
frame of center particles and initialize the bound particle. It is not needed
to initialize the bond particle in application, but it can simplify the calcu-
lation.
If there is no error, we assume that the state before Λ is |ψ〉 and the
state after Λ is |ϕ〉, OoA,oBPoA,oB |ψ〉 = 1/2 |ϕ〉. With errors, the state
before Λ can be written as ρψ =
∑
k pkEk |ψ〉 〈ψ|E†k. We consider one















+(−1)oBaA′Zr + A′B′]Zµr Zνr+2aE ′ |ϕ〉 . (2.45)
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Thus, 2Axr+a (2Bxr+a) will be propagated to Zr+2a (Zr) and all off-diagonal
contributions are zero after the sum over oA and oB.
Therefore, after measurements on the bond particles, errors on the GHZ














Zr+2a] = [Xr], (2.48)
where we have used that Xr
∏
a Zr+2a is the stabilizer of the cluster state.
2.7.3 Erroneous operators on the cluster state
Open measurements on the bond particles, we get













([XrZr+2a] + [XrZrZr+2a]) + pd([Xr] + [XrZr]),(2.49)
where similar errors occur with the same probability due to the symmetry
of the state.
Because most of qubits in the topological FTQC are measured in the
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X basis, we can neglect X errors. Then,










([Zr+2aZr+2a′ ] + [ZrZr+2aZr+2a′ ]. (2.50)
The correlation between qubit-r and qubit-(r+2a) can be discarded. Then,
Er ∼= E1 ◦ E2, where
E1 = (1− p1)[1] + p1[Zr], (2.51)







and p1 = pz + pa + pb + pc + pd, p2 = 2(pa + pc), pc = 2pb.
2.7.4 Error correction
The resulting error superoperators acting on the yet unmeasured center
particles have the following properties: (1) there is one independent error
superoperator Er for every r, (2) Er acts at the locations r and {r+2a,∀a},
where the center particles are measured in the X-basis for the purpose of
topological error correction on the 3D cluster state (in most of the cluster),
there arise two further simplifications: (3) All errors are equivalent to Z-
errors or the identity, and (4) Correlations between errors on neighbouring
center particles can be discarded. The latter arises because errors at r
and at r+2a are corrected by different error-correction procedures running
independently of another [76, 77].
On the 3D cluster state, for each r, the resulting error is Er = E1 ◦ E2,
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Figure 2.7: The fidelity of the time evolution with always-on interactions
for the 3D system. The revival of the fidelity for 6 times, which is required
for the MBQC, is demonstrated.
p3/6
∑
a,a′ [Zr+2aZr+2a′ ]. The error probabilities p1, p2 and p3 depend on
the temperature T . If p3  p1, p2  1, then the local errors are almost
independent and the error level is described by an effective local error
probability p ' p1 + p2 + 2p3. Error-correction is possible if p < 3% [80],
which translates into a threshold temperature Tt = 0.2∆; See Fig. 2.6.
At that point, p1, p2 ∼ 10−2 and p3 = 10−6, justifying the assumption of
uncorrelated local errors.
On the 2D cluster state, the MBQC is similar to the quantum com-
puting on a one-dimensional architecture [19, 20]. A direct implementa-
tion of quantum error correction codes with the MBQC may reduce the
threshold with a factor ∼ 10 [85, 86]. Error thresholds of the FTQC on
one-dimensional architectures are approximately 10−5 [87, 45]. Therefore,
a reasonable threshold temperature for the 2D system is Tt ∼ 0.06∆.
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2.8 MBQC with always-on interactions
For practical application, one can convert the initial state, usually a thermal
state, to a cluster state one qubit at a time. Once we need the qubit r,
we can apply POVMs on the center particle r and its neighbouring center
particles {r+2a}. Based on outcomes of POVMs, single-particle operations
U(α̂) are chosen. Then, bond particles {r+a} are measured, and outcomes
are used to correct the Pauli frame of qubit r. No further operation is
needed on any other particle in order to convert the center particle r to a
qubit on the cluster state.
With always-on interactions, we need to consider the time evolution
driven by the time-independent Hamiltonian. Since the initial state is not
converted into the cluster state simultaneously, there are some untouched
particles. They remain in the initial thermal state, which is close to the
ground state due to the existence of the energy gap. Other particles evolve
with the Hamiltonian, and their quantum correlations will be changed un-
der time evolution. Fortunately, the time evolution is periodic with a pe-
riod 4pi/∆ for the 2D system and 2pi/∆ for the 3D system. Then, one can
perform operations on these particles at the revival time of quantum cor-
relations, t = 4npi/∆ and t = 2npi/∆ for 2D and 3D systems respectively,
where t = 0 is the time of the first operation on the particle and its interac-
tion particles, and n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. If we assume only one operation can be
performed on each particle at one revival time, particles can be measured
out before n = 6. Therefore, the MBQC can be performed on our proposed
systems with always-on interactions. Here, operations are required to oc-
cur precisely. We remark that errors due to timing imprecision can also be
analysed in a similar manner to thermal errors.
In order to validate the periodic revival of the quantum state, we
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consider the time evolution of a subsystem driven by the Hamiltonian





l=1 |ψl〉 ⊗ |ψ¯l〉, where {|ψl〉} is a set of orthonormal states that
spans the subsystem corresponding to hr, and {|ψ¯l〉} is a set of orthonormal
state of an ancillary virtual system. Here, we introduce the ancillary vir-
tual system to investigate the evolution of all possible initial states of the
subsystem by considering the evolution of one maximally entangled state.
The time evolution of the state reads |Ψ(t)〉 = exp(−ihr ⊗ I¯t)|Ψ(0)〉, and
the fidelity is defined as f(t) = |〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t)〉|2. Here, I¯ is the identity op-
erator of the ancillary virtual system. At the moment of the recovering of
the fidelity, i.e., f(t) = 1, the subsystem always evolves back to the initial
state independent of what the initial state is. The periodic recovering of








The field of QIP has witnessed many experimental successes, but the chal-
lenge of scaling from a few qubits to large scale devices remains unsolved.
One can argue that the issue is so crucial that it may even dictate the
choice of fundamental architecture for the machine. In the concept of dis-
tributed QIP a plurality of small components, each similar in complexity
to systems already realised experimentally, are networked together to con-
stitute a full scale machine. The components may be trapped atoms or
ions, or solid state nanostructures such as quantum dots or NV centres
[24, 88, 89]. Each component can be assumed to be under good control,
and it is understood that the key task is then to entangle the physically
remote components. An attractive method of achieving this entangling op-
eration (EO) is to arrange for each component to emit a photon that is
correlated with the internal state of the component, before performing a
joint measurement (with the aid of simple linear optical elements) of the
photons. A considerable number of such entanglement schemes have been
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advanced since the initial ideas in 1999 [90, 91]. An important step was
the realisation that photon loss can be detected, or heralded, within such
a protocol [92, 93]. Generally in these remote entanglement protocols, one
is supposed to employ optical measurements that simultaneously observe
two, or even four [94], components simultaneously. This principle for gen-
erating entanglement has in fact been demonstrated experimentally: first
with ensemble systems [95] and subsequently with individual atoms [96].
More about remote EOs can be found in Sec. 3.2.
It is understood that the remote EOs may be failure prone. However,
these failures are assumed to be heralded : the experimentalist is aware
when a failure occurs. The appropriate strategy for dealing with such
failures depends on the level of complexity within each component. In
the case in which each component incorporates multiple qubits, we can
nominate one ‘logical qubit’ and use the rest to make repeated attempts
at remote entanglement: if we are eventually successful, we can transfer
the entanglement to the logical qubits [97, 98]. However, many physical
systems may only have very limited complexity, and moreover it is always
desirable to minimise the required complexity. Therefore, it is interesting
to consider the case of simply just one qubit in each component. This
may be regarded as the extreme limit of the distributed paradigm. If we
suppose that the probability ph of a heralded error is high, perhaps well
above 50%, then it is clear that we cannot perform quantum computation
by implementing directly a standard circuit model approach. However,
it has been shown that even in such heralded failures, arbitrary quantum
algorithms can be implemented [93, 92, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. These
insights are related to earlier ideas on photonic QIP [104, 83]. While such
schemes demonstrated that large heralded failure rates can be tolerated,
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this was not shown in a fully fault-tolerant manner. In particular, it was
not known if large heralded failure rates can be tolerated in the presence
of realistic error rates for all other elementary operations.
Fortunately, other studies have developed an approach which can be
adapted to present purposes. Recently a series of beautiful results by
Raussendorf, Harrington and others described a method for QIP which in-
volves creating a large scale cluster state with a regular three dimensional
lattice structure [77, 78]. Defect regions within the 3D lattice are braided
together, yielding topologically protected Clifford gates. QIP implemented
using this TPC state has a remarkably large tolerance against elementary
errors (at rates . 1%) during preparation, entangling operations and sin-
gle qubit measurement. Subsequently, two of us have extended this idea
to incorporate the possibility that the lattice contains a significant pro-
portion of missing qubits at known locations (nearly 25% can be missing)
[79, 105, 106].
In this Chapter, we consider the generation of a TPC state when the
entangling operations are themselves subject to heralded failures during the
cluster state growth process. The result is a lattice with a certain propor-
tion of known failed entanglement relations (missing ‘edges’ in the graph
state). The task of determining a threshold for universal QIP depends on
proper choice of growth strategy together with a careful audit of the ac-
cumulation of unknown errors in that process. We show how to map this
cluster state with missing ‘edges’ to one with missing qubits, thereby mak-
ing contact with the loss-tolerant thresholds quoted in the prior literature
[79, 105, 106].
Several previous papers have considered the task of creating large en-
tangled states when the elementary EO is failure prone (see Fig. 3.1 and
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caption). In principle a ‘divide and conquer’ approach can permit the en-
tangled state to have positive growth on average for any nonzero success
probability ps = 1− ph [92, 93, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. Generally the solu-
tion involves generating relatively small resource states and subsequently
connecting them. As shown in Fig. 3.1(a) the possible ‘building block’
resources include stars [100], linear clusters [92, 99] which in turn give rise
to cross structures [101], and tree topologies [107]. The last of these, also
called the ‘snowflake’, has been proposed as a optimal choice for minimizing
errors [103].
In the present chapter our aim is to synthesise the TPC state (Fig.
3.1b, inset top left). This structure has the property that each node has
four neighbours. Therefore we attempt to entangle together each resource
with four others, as depicted in Fig. 3.1b). In the particular example
illustrated, we see that there will be N = 4 attempts to connect to each of
the surrounding snowflakes. If one or more of these attempts succeeds, then
we have successfully connected the snowflakes, while with probability pNh
all attempts will fail and the resulting TPC state will have a missing ‘edge’
at that point. These missing edges are known, and are therefore not really
regarded as errors but rather as defects which we must allow for in the
subsequent computation. Obviously, it will be necessary to create resource
objects which are sufficiently large so that this net failure probability is
below the threshold for fault tolerant QIP, which we presently discuss. For
high values of ph we will see that the resource states must be considerably
larger than those illustrated in Fig. 3.1. We discuss details of generating
TPC state in Subsec. 3.3.
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(a)




The core node in each
snowflake becomes a 




Figure 3.1: The figure shows graph states : nodes correspond to qubits, and
connections (‘edges’) correspond to phase entanglement. (a) The ‘building
block’ resources that have been considered by previous authors. (b) Il-
lustration of how one would synthesise the topologically protected cluster
(TPC) state (depicted in upper left) by fusing together snowflake resource
objects. One would use a quarter of the structure to bond with each of
four adjacent objects; basically the same approach applies for the star or
the cross geometries. After the bonding stage, there must be a ‘pruning’
phase where we remove all but the core nodes and thus simplify down to
the target lattice. (c) One minor revision in the case of the snowflake is
that the final round involves fusing qubits that are one step from the ‘core’
in order to generate a 4-node.
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Figure 3.2: An example of probabilistic entangling operations. There is
one 40Ca+ atom located in each cavity. Only photons (red wavy lines) with
σ+ or σ− circular polarizations can decay into the cavity (resonant with
4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2). Qubits are encoded in ground-state sublevels |4S1/2,mJ =
±1/2〉. A pi-polarized laser (blue lines) resonantly excites both ground-state
sublevels |4S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 to the 4P1/2 manifold. The emitted photons
(red lines) are entangled with atoms. After a 50/50 beam splitter (BS),
photons are detected by single-photon detectors (D1 and D2) to implement
the Bell measurement.
3.2 Non-deterministic entangling operations
We are interested in non-deterministic entangling operations, because it
can be much easier to implement in a scalable way. Entangling gates are
the fundamental of quantum information processing. Usually, an entan-
gling gate corresponds to a unitary evolution driven by interactions between
qubits, e.g. entangling gates of two trapped ion qubits can be done through
a laser-induced coupling of the spins mediated by a collective mode of har-
monic motion in the trap, which is first proposed by I. Cirac and P. Zoller
in 1995 [6] and demonstrated in the laboratory later that year [4]. In such
a kind of entangling gates, once all operations have been done, one regards
that the gate have been done on two qubits successively. Thus, these gates
mediated by direct interactions can be called deterministic gates. How-
ever, it is hard to coherently control interactions between qubits when they
are numerous in order to switch on and off gates. An alternative choice
is utilizing entanglements between matter qubits and photonic qubits to
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achieve an EO between two remote matter qubits. In such cases, one usu-
ally performs Bell measurements on two photonic qubits by linear-optic
setups [92, 93, 94, 95, 96] (see Fig. 3.2). Bell measurements of photonic
qubits with linear optics are intrinsically probabilistic. The maximum suc-
cess probability of these Bell measurements is 1/2, due to the maximally
probability of distinguishing Bell states with linear optics [108]. Photon
loss and inefficiency of photon detectors can further reduce the success
probability. The failure of a remote EO can be heralded, which is usually
corresponding to an undesired measurement outcome. Therefore, these
EOs are non-deterministic. By using non-deterministic EOs, we do not
have to coherently control interactions between a lot of qubits, but switch
optical connections. On the non-deterministic-EO architecture, each small
component can be a trapped ion [23] or a NV center [24].
Non-deterministic EOs can also be non-unitary operations, e.g. the
so called parity projection (PP) [98]. The PP can be used to implement
universal quantum computation together with single-qubit gates by means
of generating a cluster state.
One can entangle a matter qubit with a photonic qubit by exciting the
matter qubit to emit a single photon, where the state of the single photon
is correlated with the final state of the matter qubit (see Fig. 3.2). We
describe the process of entangling a matter qubit with a photonic qubit as
|0〉m → |0〉m |0〉p , (3.1)
|1〉m → |1〉m |1〉p . (3.2)
where |ψ〉m (|ψ〉p) is the state of the matter (photonic) qubit. If the initial
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(|0〉m |0〉p + |1〉m |1〉p), (3.3)
where the output state is one of the Bell states, i.e. two qubits are maxi-
mally entangled. The process of entangling a matter qubit with a photonic
qubit is equivalent to the process of initializing the photonic state in |0〉p








The matrix representation of the controlled-NOT gate is
ΛX =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

(3.5)
in the basis {|0〉m |0〉p, |0〉m |1〉p, |1〉m |0〉p , |1〉m |1〉p}.
In general, the initial state of two matter qubits can be written as







|ψ〉m1 |φ〉m2 |ρ〉p1 |σ〉p2 . (3.6)





(|0〉p1 |µ〉p2 + i2ν |1〉p1 |1⊕ µ〉p2), (3.7)
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where x ⊕ y = (x + y)mod2. If the outcome of the Bell measurement is























) |ψ〉m1 |φ〉m2 .












which is a parity projection (PP). Note that, P0 projects the state into
the subspace {|0〉m1 |0〉m2 , |1〉m1 |1〉m2} and P1 projects the state into the
subspace {|0〉m1 |1〉m2 , |1〉m1 |0〉m2}.
In order to obtain a remote controlled-phase gate, one has to perform a
single-qubit gate e−iYp2pi/4 prior to the Bell measurement, i.e. perform the






i2νρi2µσi2ρσ |ρ〉p1 |σ〉p2 . (3.10)
If the outcome of the Bell measurement is |µ˜, ν〉p1,p2, the output state of




























m2(1 + Zm1 + Zm2 − Zm1Zm2) |ψ〉m1 |φ〉m2 .
After the single-qubit operation Zνm1Z
µ
m2 and neglecting a factor 1/2, one
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(1 + Zm1 + Zm2 − Zm1Zm2). (3.12)
If the measurement outcome of two photons is not one of Bell states or
if one of two photons is missing, the EO is failed. In this case, the matter
qubits are projected into a wrong state, losing their information into the
environment. If the EO failed, one has to initialize the two matter qubits
in order to protect other qubits that are entangled with these two qubits.
3.3 Growth of cluster states
Non-deterministic EOs can be used to perform universal quantum comput-
ing. However, it is not a good idea to replace entangling gates with non-
deterministic EOs directly. The overall success probability may decrease
exponentially with the total number of EOs if they are non-deterministic.
Another idea is the generation of a cluster state with non-deterministic EOs
and utilizing the cluster state subsequently to perform MBQC. In this sec-
tion, we will review how to grow such a cluster state with non-deterministic
EOs.
One can use non-deterministic controlled-phase gates to generate a clus-
ter state directly, in which some of qubits and edges may be missing due
to the failure of some EOs. If the success probability is high enough, even
if the cluster state is not perfect, it is sufficiently connected and can be
used for universal MBQC. The threshold success probability is given by
percolation theory [109, 110], which depends on the geometry of the lattice
of the cluster state. However, the threshold is usually too high for non-
deterministic EOs. A possible solution to this problem is to prepare some
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Figure 3.3: Entangling operations (EOs) on a graph state. The EO is
performed on two qubits in the circle. A controlled-phase gate adds an
new edge on the graph state. A parity projection as well as a Hadamard
gate on one of those two qubits in the circle change the graph state as the
following: qubits which are used to be connected with one of those two
qubits and the qubit with a Hadamard gate are all connected with the
qubit without a Hadamard gate in the new graph state.
resource graph states initially, and then connect the resource graph states
into a well-connected cluster state for universal MBQC.
Before we show proposals of generating these resource graph states and
how to connect them together, we would like to discuss how to manipulate
graph states with EOs. We focus on two kinds of EOs, the PP and the
controlled-phase gate. A successful non-deterministic controlled-phase gate
acts like a normal controlled-phase gate adding an edge on a graph state
as shown in Fig. 3.3. A successful PP, e.g. P0, projects two qubits into one
qubit encoded as {|00〉 , |11〉}. Then, we perform a Hadamard gate on one
of these two qubits. As a result, the two qubits are entangled as a part of
the new graph state in the form, {|0+〉 , |1−〉}. All qubits connected with
one of those two qubits on the original graph state and the qubit with a
Hadamard gate are connected to the qubit without a Hadamard gate [24],
as shown in Fig. 3.3. In the following sections, we would like to use ‘PP’
to represent the PP as well as the Hadamard gate. The P1 is equivalent
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.4: Resource graph states with (a) the line structure, (b) the star
structure and (c) the tree structure.
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.5: Building-block graph states with (a) the cross structure, (b)
the star structure and (c) the snowflake structure.
to the P0 up to a local gate. If an EO failed, the two corresponding qubits
need to be initialized.
Resource graph states may have a line structure [101, 92, 99], a star
structure [100] or a tree structure [107, 103, 111] as shown in the Fig. 3.4.
Line graph states are prepared using controlled-phase gates efficiently, while
star graph states and tree graph states are prepared using PP efficiently.
These resource graph states are then connected into some building-block
graph states, which can be used for growing a cluster state directly. In Fig.
3.5, we show examples of cross graph states, bigger star graph states and
snowflake graph states respectively. In each case, the intent is to create a
four-fold symmetric object, with a common core attached to each quarter
of the structure.
For the cross geometry, we form large linear sections by repeatedly
joining two matched pairs of smaller linear units. The long sections will
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Figure 3.6: The strategy for generating tree graph states and connecting
them into snowflake graph states. Each red dot line represents a parity
projection (PP). (a) Two qubits initialized in |+〉 can be entangled after a
PP. (b) A PP between two pairs of entangled qubit can merge them into
a star graph states. (c) After a PP on edge qubits of two four-qubit star
graph sates, one can get a tree graph state. The qubit with the Hadamard
gate is called the root qubit. By PPs on root qubits, one can grow tree
graph states into bigger tree graph states, and the size of tree graph states
goes up exponentially with the generation of these trees. (d) By a PP
on two qubits connected with root qubits, one can merge two tree graph
states into a snowflake graph state, after removing unwanted qubits by
measurements in the Z basis. Once a PP fails, the corresponding graph
states have to be abandoned and all qubits have to be initialized.
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therefore be a power of two in total number of qubits. Two linear sections
can be combined into a cross as described in Ref[101]. Finally we remove
two further qubits so that the graph is four-fold symmetric.
For the case of the star geometry, it is more straightforward: whenever
a pair of small stars are fused by a successful parity projection operation,
the result is a new star. The total number of qubits in any star is a power
of two. Since one qubit must act as a the core, the number of satellites are
not divisible by four. Therefore in the final step we remove three satellite
qubits with Z measurements, and achieve the required four-fold symmetry
(this is a convenience for the calculation and need not be performed in
practice; the result would be a very slight improvement to the threshold).
We illustrate how to generate a tree graph state, and how to connect
them into a snowflake as an example in Fig. 3.6. Tree graph states can
also be used for other kind of building-block graph states [103, 107].
Making a building-block graph state requires all operations to be suc-
cessful, even if the probability may be quite small. Therefore, building-
block graph states are produced with a post selection strategy: if an opera-
tion is heralded as failed, the corresponding graph state is abandoned with
the qubits re-initialized. One can always obtain enough building-blocks
with enough trials since these building blocks are executed in parallel.
Each building-block graph state is corresponding to a qubit on the final
graph state. After building-block graph states are prepared, these graph
states are assembled by EOs as shown in Fig. 3.7 for example. If the total
number of EOs used for connecting two building-block graph states is N ,
and the failure probability of EOs is pf , then the probability of connecting
two building-block graph states is 1−pNf . As soon as a connection (a success
path) is established successfully between two central qubits of building-
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Figure 3.7: The strategy for assembling building-block graph states, e.g.
snowflake graph states, into a universal resource of MBQC. (a) Building-
block graph states are connected by EOs, e.g. PPs denoted as red dot
lines. (b) Once two building-block graph states are connected, we chose
one success path between two central qubits (two cores), and other qubits
(gray) are measured in the Z basis. (c) Qubits on the success path are
measured in basis as shown in the figure (b). Then, a direct connection
is established between two central qubits. Some of EOs for connecting
two building-block graph states may be failed (the red cross), but it is
unlikely to happen that all EOs are failed if building-block graph states are
big enough. If all EOs for connecting two building-block graph states are
failed, two building-block graph states are failed to be connected, which is
corresponding to a missing connection between two corresponding qubits
on the final cluster state.
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block graph states, we transform such a path to a direct connection between
two central qubits by performing measurements on the redundant qubits.
As a result, one obtains a cluster state with missing connections, and the
probability of missing connections is pNf . The missing connections can be
mapped to missing qubits by measuring qubits with missing connections in
the computational basis. Because cluster states can tolerate qubit loss with
a probability up to a threshold value predicted by the percolation theory
[109, 110], the obtained cluster state is a universal resource state of the
MBQC if building-block graph states are big enough.
The protocol of growing a cluster state with building-block graph states
is efficient in the sense that the cost of time and the cost of qubits for
generating one building block are independent of the size of the cluster
state. We suppose that T (N) steps are required for preparing a build-
ing block if EOs are performed in parallel and all successful, Q(N) is the
number of qubits in one building block, and E(N) is the number of EOs
that have to be performed for generating one building block. Here, T (N),
Q(N), and E(N) depend on the size of the building block N , which is in-
dependent of the size of the cluster state. Then, the time cost for growing
the cluster state is ∼ T (N), the probability of successfully preparing one
snowflake is (1 − p)E(N), and on average one can generate one snowflake
with ∼ (1−p)−E(N)Q(N) qubits, which means ∼ (1−p)−E(N) trials are ex-
ecuted in parallel. Because the overhead ∼ T (N) and ∼ (1− p)−E(N)Q(N)
are independent of the size of the cluster state, the speedup of the quantum




To evaluate the error in the scheme, it is essential to determine the accu-
mulation of unknown errors when we using the star, cross, and snowflake
graph states. These errors will inevitably occur during the growth process
of the resource, the fusion of resources, and also the removal of redundant
qubits to the TPC state. In order to minimise error accumulation during
the growth process we make the aggressive choice that whenever there is a
known failure during the growth of the resource object, the entire resource
object is abandoned. Fortunately all three of the resources considered –
star, cross, snowflake – can be grown through a series of steps each of
which (on success) doubles the entity’s size. Thus the process is quick in
the sense that it requires a number of successful steps that is merely a log-
arithmic function of the target resource size. Both operations are known to
be possible through suitable measurements on emitted photons [93, 92, 99].
We consider various forms of errors. Single-qubit errors may occur
during preparation, or while performing a single-qubit rotation, or during
the measurement process (see Eq. 2.8). Moreover these errors may also
occur passively in memory, i.e. there is a rate at which qubits decohere even
when they are not part of any active operation. Meanwhile two-qubit errors
may occur when we perform entanglement operations (see Eq. 2.9). We
also need to account for imperfections both in the emission of photons (e.g.
from an imperfect selection rule in an atomic system, say) and errors arising
from imperfect measurement of emitted photons. Different probabilities
are assigned to the various errors, however, for simplicity in generating the
diagrams here we set the rates for all forms of the active ‘gate’ errors to be
equal and we denote their probability pG. Memory errors are considered
separately later in the paper.
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Noisy single-qubit operations are perfect operations combined with
single-qubit errors. The probabilities of a preparation error, a single-qubit
gate error and a single-qubit measurement error are pP , pS and pM re-
spectively. Entangling operations (EOs) are used to entangle two separate
graph states into a new graph state. We decompose an EO as: (1) each
qubit emits a photon; (2) suitable measurement is performed on the two
photons. After the emission of a photon, both the pair of photon and
the pair of matter qubits may suffer a two-qubit error. Before the Bell
measurement, a two-qubit error may occur on the two photons. The total
probability of a two-qubit error occurring during the EO is pE.
In this chapter, we have assumed that all active errors (that is, errors
resulting from a deliberate operation on the system) are equally probable,
i.e. pP = pS = pM = pE = pA.
Separately, we consider passive errors: each qubit bears a single-qubit
error with probability pP.E. during the period of one operation.
3.5 Error propagation
In order to calculate the rate at which unknown errors occur on the final
TPC state, we have to trace carefully the propagation of original low level








After a single-qubit measurement, we need some single-qubit gates to return
the remaining entangled state to the graph state form [75]. While these
gates may be postponed they must eventually be accounted for. An error




Za Za → Za, Zc 6=a → Zc
Xa Za → Zb0
∏
d∈N(b0)−a Zd, Zb0 →
∏
d∈N(a)−b0 Zd, Zc 6=a,b0 → Zc
Ya Za →
∏
b∈N(a) Zb, Zc 6=a → Zc
Table 3.1: Error propagation of single-qubit measurements. Single-qubit
measurements are performed on the qubit-a. b0 is a qubit in the set N(a).
CPG Z1 → Z1, Z2 → Z2,
PP Z1 → Z1, Z2 → Z1,
Table 3.2: Error propagation of EOs. EOs, which may be controlled-
phase gates (CPGs) or PPs, are performed on the qubit-1 and qubit-2,
where N(1) ∩N(2) = ∅.
subsequent incorrect single-qubit gate(s). Moreover the single-qubit gate
itself can transform errors. Generally single-qubit measurements propagate
errors as shown in Table 3.1. We consider both phase gate (PG) and parity
projection (PP), as shown in Fig 3.3. EOs propagate errors as shown in
Table 3.2.
3.6 Error accumulation
We can rewrite erroneous operations as
e1 = (1− q1 + q1[X]) ◦ (1− q1 + q1[Y ]) (3.14)
◦(1− q1 + q1[Z])
and
e2 = (1− q2 + q2[IX]) ◦ · · · ◦ (1− q2 + q2[ZI]) (3.15)
◦ · · · ◦ (1− q2 + q2[XY ]).
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When p1, p2  1,
q1 ' p1
3
, q2 ' p2
15
. (3.16)
An error generated on qubit-x at time t, which will be propagated to a





(1− qc + qc[Σ]) = (1− P ) + P [Σ], (3.17)
where c = (x, t) are error channels and qc are corresponding probabilities.



























For the star scheme and the cross scheme, the final error probability
associated with the bond between two qubits on the final TPC state de-
pends on details of how that successful connection was accomplished. For
example in the cross strategy, if a bond between two ‘arms’ is accomplished
early, this leads to a different error probability from a late success (each
failure shortens the arm sections). To obtain a single error rate we must
average over the possible success scenarios. We set pj is the probability of
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scenario-j. If the final error corresponding to scenario-j is
Ej = 1− Pj + Pj[Σ], (3.21)










3.7 Final errors on the topologically protected
cluster state
The numbers of error channels depend on missing bonds between qubits
on the TPC state. However, we will delete qubits with missing bonds.
Therefore, we will only consider final errors on qubits without missing bond.
Table 3.3 shows the various kinds of low-level error along with the resulting
high level error on the TPC state, along with the number of channels by
which this may occur.
The TPC state consists of two interlaced sublattices, i.e. the primal
qubits and dual qubits (see Sec. 2.3). Because error corrections in the
two sublattices are separable [76], we can neglect error correlations between
the two sublattices. As an example, an error channel of Z0Zi is equivalent
to an error channel of Z0, for the error correction of sublattice containing
qubit-0.
We must still consider the possibility of correlated errors within a given
sublattice, but these are rare. On the final TPC state, if we neglect passive
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Error source Final error Channel number
preparation, single-qubit Z0 24n+ 16
gate and measurement X0&Y0 2
Z0 192n+ 134
X0&Y0 2




2 + 80n− 13
X0&Y0 3
passive errors Z0Zi 4n+ 4
Z1Z2&Z0Z1Z2 1
Z3Z4&Z0Z3Z4 1
Table 3.3: Relating low level errors in the snowflake approach to the
resulting high level errors on the TPC state, and tracking the number of
channels by which such errors can occur. The qubit-0 is connected with
qubit-i, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Here n = log2(quarter of size).
errors, the probability of Z1Z2 is 8pA/15, the probability of Z3Z4 is 8pA/5,
the probability of X0 is 8pA/5, and the probability of Z0 is P = RpA, where
the ratio R depends on the size of original graph states. For the snowflake









Here n = log2(quarter of size). The ratio R of star and cross schemes were
found numerically and are shown in Fig. 3.8. Note that for all schemes,
R 1, i.e. Z0 errors are overwhelmingly more probable than the harmful
forms of correlated error. This is because all errors generated during the
preparation of one quarter of building blocks are propagated to single-qubit
errors on nodes.
The thresholds of topological error correction scheme are characterized
by a contour in (ploss, pcomp) parameter space [105, 79, 106]. The compu-
tational error threshold of a graph state without missing bond is 2.93%
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Figure 3.8: Ratio R of (a) snowflake and star schemes, (b) cross scheme,
where n = 2, 3, . . . , 10 from bottom to top.
for single-qubit errors [76]. Therefore, the critical line is almost a straight
line between (0, 2.93%) and (24.9%, 0) (Eq. 2.9). The relation between
the probability of qubit loss and the probability of missing bond (failure
probability) is ploss = 1− (1− PF )4.
3.8 Error correction
A principle conclusion from our analysis of error propagation is that two-
qubit errors occurring during the growth and fusion of resource objects
(e.g. snowflakes) typically appear as single qubit errors in the eventual
TPC state. While there are instances where a two-qubit error can affect
the final lattice, the majority of these involve one qubit from the prime
lattice and one from the dual, i.e. the black and green qubits in Fig. 3.1b.
Such correlations do not affect the fault tolerance threshold, because errors
on two sublattices are corrected independently. There will be occasional
instances of errors between two qubits both within the prime lattice, or both
within the dual. However these are rare – for example in the case where one
uses the snowflake strategy with ph = 0.9, the rate for these errors is two
orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding rate of single-qubit errors
on the TPC state (given equal rates for the various forms of error during
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growth). In this case, two qubit errors only weakly affect the threshold, so
as an approximation we can ignore such events and assume that all gate
errors affect at most one qubit in each sub lattice. Thus we consider a
lattice with a (low) rate of random single qubit errors, and a (relatively
high) portion of missing ‘edges’ which are known. We need to determine
the threshold for such a lattice to support computation. Fortunately, our
previous work has considered the closely related case of a lattice with a
significant number of missing nodes. We need only map the case of missing
edges to that of missing nodes in order to make contact with that analysis
and thus obtain thresholds in the present case.
We consider the standard TPC state, specifically neighbouring qubits i
(in the primal lattice) and j (in the dual lattice). Each qubit is centred on
a face of its respective sublattice, and each qubit is a member of two cubic
unit cells of the sublattice. In the ideal case where no bonds are missing, the
product of cluster stabilisers associated with the faces of each cubic unit cell
is simply the product of X operators acting on the respective face-centred
qubits, yielding two parity-check operators associated with each qubit: P 1,2i
for qubit i and P 1,2j for qubit j. Since these ideal parity check operators are
just products of X operators on each face of the corresponding cube, they
commute point wise, which enables the error syndrome to be determined
by single particle X measurements [77, 78].
In the case where the bond between qubits i and j is missing, the
cluster stabilisers associated with the missing bond are modified. Then,
the product of cluster stabilisers centered on the cubic unit cell faces yields
damaged parity check operators Pˆ 1,2i = P
1,2





Pˆ 1,2i and Pˆ
1,2
j commute, they do not commute point-wise (since [Xi, Zj] 6=
0). In contrast to the ideal case, this means that determining the syndrome
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on the primal and dual lattices apparently requires measurement of the
two-qubit operators XiZj and ZiXj.
Fortunately, by simply treating the qubits i and j at each end of the
missing bond as though they were lost, and adopting the strategy in [105,
79, 106], we form products of the damaged parity check operators, yielding
super -check operators P˜i = Pˆ 1i Pˆ 2i = P 1i P 2i and P˜j = Pˆ 1j Pˆ 2j = P 1j P 2j . These
new operators are independent of the qubits i and j, so they are unaffected
by the missing bond between them. Furthermore each super-check operator
involves only products of X operators from a single sublattice, so a missing
bond manifests itself as a single missing qubit on each sublattice. This
establishes a correspondence between missing bonds and correlated losses of
neighbouring qubits. Error correction is then realised by implementing the
loss-tolerant, error-correcting protocol of two each sublattice independently.
3.9 Phase diagrams of error correction
Having made the connection to prior work on thresholds for the TPC state,
we can now take any set of parameters for the low-level operations on
qubits in the distributed machine, compute the effective qubit loss rate, and
determine whether quantum computation is possible. In Fig. 3.9 we show
this phase diagram under the assumption that all gate error rates are equal.
We see that very high rates of heralded error can be tolerated, provided that
the rate for unknown errors is below 2× 10−4. This is certainly a difficult
number to achieve but might be possible in some implementations, e.g.
trapped ions for which multi-qubit measurements with fidelity around this
rate have already been demonstrated [112].
It remains to consider memory errors, which we assume happen at a
lower rate than gate errors. In Fig. 3.10a we show the effect of ‘switching
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Figure 3.9: The principle results of our analysis. The lines define the
parameter regimes where fault tolerant QIP is possible. Here for simplicity
we set all gate errors, including both single-qubit and two-qubit errors,
to be equally likely. This probability is denoted pG and is plotted on the
vertical axis. (Memory errors due to gradual decoherence are excluded, and
are shown in Fig. 3.10). Meanwhile, the probability ph of an entanglement
operation failing in a heralded fashion is plotted on the horizontal axis.
Note that ph can be very high, exceeding 90% if the snowflake strategy is
employed.
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on’ memory errors at a level equal to one tenth of the gate error rate. As
one might expect, this lowers the overall threshold, but not dramatically.
Finally we consider the question of physical resource scaling. From Fig.
3.9 one might be tempted to conclude that QIP is possible with extremely
high rates of heralded error, perhaps reaching 99% or more. However,
such a conclusion would neglect the ever increasing costs of preparing the
resource objects. These objects become very large as ph approaches unity.
In Fig. 3.10b we see that if ph exceeds 0.98, the size of each snowflake
must be several thousand qubits. Recall that each snowflake ultimately
corresponds to a single qubit in the TPC state, and therefore this factor
would multiply the overhead already implicit in that approach. However,
values in the range of ph ≈ 0.9 may be tenable for technologies where the
individual components of the distributed computer can be mass produced.
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Figure 3.10: (a) The effect of introducing memory errors, i.e. finite gradual








Over the last two decades a remarkable range of physical systems have
been shown to support the key elements required for quantum computa-
tion: robust qubits, controlled single qubit gates and measurements, and
entangling operations. However these successes have involved relatively few
qubits in any given device. It remains to be seen whether the high fidelity
operations and low decoherence rates that have been achieved in small
systems can be replicated in vastly more complex arrays of thousands, or
millions of qubits. There is however an attractive alternative approach to
creating monolithic arrays, namely distributed quantum computing (DQC):
one can form a network of small devices or ‘nodes’, such that nodes are well
separated and therefore each can have dedicated control and measurement
systems similar to those that have already been achieved. The challenge
is to entangle the ‘remote’ systems (remote here meaning well separated
but still part of the same physical device). Experiments with atoms [96]
and atomic ensembles [95] have shown that two remote quantum entities
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can undergo an EO when light emitted (or potentially emitted) from the
structures is suitably measured, and solid state demonstrations may soon
follow [113]. Generally the network EO may be of low fidelity and may
fail outright much of the time, and this must be accounted for in practical
DQC schemes.
All DQC schemes of which we are aware, and certainly the schemes in
this Chapter, make the assumption that (at least) one qubit in each node
is directly operated upon by the network EO. Typically it is presumed that
the basic EO involves only two nodes at a time (although schemes for en-
tangling multiple nodes in one step have been advanced [94, 114]). However
one assumes that multiple such pairings can be attempted simultaneously,
i.e. there is parallelism in the overall architecture. When a network EO
fails, the corresponding qubit in each of the two nodes will be corrupted.
Here we will not need to specify further physical details of the EO pro-
cess; it may involve ‘path erasure’ techniques [92, 93, 23] or alternatively
continuous variable mediators as in the ‘qubus’ [115] approach, or other al-
ternatives. We require only that there is a channel by which entanglement,
possibly of low quality, can be generated between nodes.
The robustness to errors in DQC architectures is highly dependent on
the size of the nodes: nodes with a higher number of qubits can support
more complex error suppression techniques. On the other hand, it is de-
sirable to minimise the number of qubits per node in order to reduce the
experimental challenge and support the widest range of physical imple-
mentations. In the following we will write DQC-N to refer to schemes for
distributed QIP involving nodes with N qubits. Note that the acronym
DQC1 has been used in the literature relating to the ‘power of one pure
qubit’ but this is not the meaning intended here.
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4.2 The states of the art
DQC-1, i.e. networked QIP with only one qubit per node, is in princi-
ple possible. In that case one finds that the rate of unknown errors in
the network EO must be low if the overall device is to support scalable
QIP, however one can at least tolerate a high rate of known (‘heralded’)
failures: 90% according to Refs. [111] (see Chapter 3) and [116] given
resource overhead of the order of a factor of a thousand. This overhead is
required because each EO failure damages the effort to create large scale
entanglement, necessitating massive redundancy.
In DQC-2, the two qubits can be purposed for different tasks: one
qubit in each node to be used in the network EO, and one qubit to build
up multi-qubit entanglement with other nodes. By separating these tasks,
we at least gain the advantage that heralded failures in the EO can simply
be repeated without the cost of losing previously achieved entanglement.
The term “broker” has been used for the qubit that is involved in the raw
network EO, while “client” refers to the qubit that receives the successful
entanglement from the broker [98]. While the broker/client model allows
one to absorb heralded failures without the massive overhead of DQC-
1, the node size is still too small to be useful in removing general noise
(i.e. unknown errors) on the internode entanglement. Thus, the fidelity of
successful EOs must still be high in order to support full scale QIP (strictly
speaking, we cannot handle full rank noise, however if for example the noise
is primarily phase noise, then strategies are available – we return to this
point later).
While DQC-1 and DQC-2 can support full scale QIP, practically is de-
sirable to have a sufficiently complex node to purify arbitrary noise on the
network EO. One can then support physical systems where the EO fidelity
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is far below the levels required for conventional fault tolerant QIP. In 2003
Briegel and Dür showed that entanglement purification can be efficiently
performed with a limited number of ancilla qubits; they considered DQC-
3, DQC-4 and DQC-5 [97]. This seminal work established ‘the bar’ for
distributed QIP with different node sizes, and until the present paper it re-
mained the best approach for DQC-3. However for larger nodes there has
been subsequent progress: for example, DQC-5 was examined in consider-
able detail in 2007 by Jiang et al [117], where the authors demonstrated
that errors in the EO, and in both measurement and preparation can reach
5%. Very recently a preprint from Fujii has again raised the bar for DQC
performance: they detail a DQC-4 scheme which supports fully fault tol-
erant QIP given a local gate error rate of 0.1% and a network EO fidelity
as low as 70% [118]. The authors neglect memory errors (i.e. decoherence
from sources other than gate operations) but note that this will have a
limited impact.
To our knowledge, no previous study has developed a DQC-3 scheme
capable of tolerating general noise in the network EO. It is not immediately
obvious that this is even possible; one might imagine DQC-4 is the min-
imum, according to the following logic: Assume we wish to entangle the
client qubits in two particular nodes (the client is sometimes referred to as
the ‘data’ qubit – basically the qubit in each node that has the role of gain-
ing/holding multiple high fidelity entanglement relations, and should be
protected from low fidelity operations). We allocate one qubit per node to
the role of holding newly created ‘raw’ entanglement (i.e. the broker role).
Then, there remain two intermediate qubits per node. We pair these up
between the two nodes, and purify bit errors from the broker pair onto the
first intermediate pair. We then purify phase errors from the first interme-
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diate pair to the second intermediate pair. The second intermediate pair
now holds high fidelity entanglement which can be teleported onto their
clients using only the high fidelity local operations. (The authors of Ref.
[118] perform a process analogous to this, except that they sometimes em-
ploy a step involving the broker and both intermediates, which they term
double selection, and which boosts the overall purification performance). A
scheme along these lines indeed seems necessary if one aims to have the ca-
pacity to perform arbitrary high fidelity entanglement operations on pairs
of client qubits in different nodes. However, fortunately arbitrary gates are
not required and in fact one particular kind of operation, the parity pro-
jection, can suffice. This is the key insight for the novel DQC-3 protocol
we describe below.
4.3 A review of broker schemes - remote en-
tangling operations on client qubits
We wish to perform an EO on the client qubits in each of two separate
nodes. Each node contains a qubit which is directly associated with the
(noisy) entanglement channel, i.e. the broker qubit – for example, an elec-
tron spin with an associated conditional optical transition which therefore
permits non-local entanglement via ‘path erasure’ type schemes [92, 93, 23].
We assume that the primal network EO on the two broker qubits should
ideally result in one of the four Bell states
|bell〉 = 1√
2
[|0, µ〉+ (−1)ν |1, µ⊕ 1〉], (4.1)
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where µ, ν = 0, 1, but that in practice this state may be affected by errors.
Without loss of generality we may write the erroneous superoperation as
Eent. = A[1] +B[Z] + C[X] +D[Y ]. (4.2)
where A+B +C +D = 1, A is the fidelity of the entanglement and Pauli
errors are acting on arbitrary one of the two qubits.
Two kinds of effective EOs can be implemented on client qubits as shown
in Fig. 4.1. They are controlled-phase gates [119] and parity projections
[98]. For an effective EO, a deterministic controlled-phase gate is performed
locally in each node, which is performed on the client qubit and the broker
qubit entangled with the other node. Then, two broker qubits are measured
in appropriate bases. For an effective controlled-phase gate, one of two
broker qubits is measured in the X basis while the other is measured in
the Y basis. For an effective parity projection, two broker qubits are both
measured in the X basis. In order to complete an effective EO, some
single-qubit gates have to be performed on client qubits. These single-qubit
gates are chosen depending on the initial Bell state of broker qubits and
measurement outcomes. We call the client (broker) qubit in node i as qubit
Ci (Bi). Two measurement outcomes of B1 and B2 are ρ and σ, where
ρ, σ = 0, 1. Then, for effective controlled-phase gates, single-qubit gates are
[1 + i(−1)δZC1][1 + i(−1)δZC2]ZµC2. For parity projection on client qubits,
single-qubit gates are ZµC2, and the obtained parity projection should be
1
2
[1 + (−1)δZC1ZC2]. (4.3)
Here, δ = ν ⊕ ρ⊕ σ.
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Figure 4.1: Circuits of (a) the effective control-phase gate and (b) the
effective parity projection on client qubits. Qubit Ci (Bi) is the client
(broker) qubit in the node i.
4.3.1 Effective control-phase gates
The initial state of two client qubits is |α〉 |β〉. The initial state of two
broker qubits is
|0, µ〉+ (−1)ν |1, µ⊕ 1〉 . (4.4)
The outcomes of measurements in the X basis and in the Y basis are |xρ〉
and |yσ〉 respectively. Here, α, β, µ, ν, ρ, σ = 0, 1.
The state after two control-phase gates is
[|0, µ〉+ (−1)ν |1, µ⊕ 1〉ZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 . (4.5)
Here, the order of qubits is B1, B2, C1, C2. The state after the measure-
ment in the X basis is
[(−1)ρµ |0〉+ (−1)ν⊕ρ(µ⊕1) |1〉ZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 . (4.6)
The state after the measurement in the Y basis is
[(−1)ρµ − i(−1)ν⊕ρ(µ⊕1)⊕σZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 , (4.7)
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which can be rewritten as
(−1)ρµ[1− i(−1)δZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 , (4.8)








is performed on two client qubits to get the state
i(−1)ρµ[1 + i(−1)δ](1 + ZC1 + ZC2 − ZC1ZC2) |α〉 |β〉 , (4.10)
where the overall factor 2i(−1)ρµ[1 + i(−1)δ] can be neglected, and Here,
ΛC1,C1 = (1 +ZC1 +ZC2−ZC1ZC2)/2 is a control-phase gate on two client
qubits.
4.3.2 Effective parity projections
The initial state of two client qubits is |α〉 |β〉. The initial state of two
broker qubits is
|0, µ〉+ (−1)ν |1, µ⊕ 1〉 . (4.11)
The outcomes of measurements in the X basis are |xρ〉 and |xσ〉 respec-
tively. Here, α, β, µ, ν, ρ, σ = 0, 1.
The state after two control-phase gates is
[|0, µ〉+ (−1)ν |1, µ⊕ 1〉ZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 . (4.12)
Here, the order of qubits is B1, B2, C1, C2. The state after the measure-
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ment on B2 in the X basis is
[(−1)ρµ |0〉+ (−1)ν⊕ρ(µ⊕1) |1〉ZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 . (4.13)
The state after the measurement on B1 in the X basis is
[(−1)ρµ + (−1)ν⊕ρ(µ⊕1)⊕σZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 , (4.14)
which can be rewritten as
(−1)ρµ[1 + (−1)δZC1ZC2]ZµC2 |α〉 |β〉 , (4.15)
where δ = ν ⊕ ρ ⊕ σ. After a phase gate ZµC2 and neglecting the overall
factor 2(−1)ρµ, we get
1
2
[1 + (−1)δZC1ZC2] |α〉 |β〉 , (4.16)
where P δC1,C2 = [1 + (−1)δZC1ZC2]/2 is a parity projection on two client
qubits.
4.4 Overview of full noise purification with
DQC-3
Here we establish that three qubits per node can suffice to enable dis-
tributed quantum computing with very noisy network EOs. The possibil-
ity of fully purifying network noise using only DQC-3 was mentioned by
Campbell in 2007, when he developed the concept of purifying a parity pro-
jection operation rather than purifying a quantum state [120]. Campbell
showed that, given a source of entangled pairs whose infidelity is largely
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phase noise (i.e. bit noise is low), one can directly perform a high fidelity
parity projection (PP) on two client qubits in an unknown state. Here we
incorporate Campbell’s approach to effectively cut out one of the inter-
mediate qubits in the description of DQC-4 above: We pair up the single
intermediate qubit in each of two nodes, purify bit errors from the brokers
onto this pair, and since this pair now exhibits principally phase noise it
can use used to direct apply a PP to the clients.
In effect Campbell’s technique repeatedly performs a PP until one gains
sufficient confidence that it has occurred with outcome either ‘odd’ or ‘even’
– this exploits the fact that once a PP has occurred, successive PPs have
no new effect on the qubits (in contrast to, say, a controlled-phase gate
negating the effect of a prior application). We show here how to use such
gates to build a particular large scale entangled state between our nodes:
namely Raussendorf’s TPC state [76, 77, 78]. This is the same state that
is the target of Refs. [111, 116, 118]. It is a convenient target since one
need only show that the state can be built (and measured) with a certain
fidelity in order to assert that universal QIP is then possible. Here, we need
to find a route to generating the TPC state with the fewest possible parity
projections in order to minimise the accumulation of errors. The route we
employ is discussed below; in obtaining our threshold we also benefit from
work by Barrett and Stace [79] which shows that the TPSC need not be
perfect in order to retain its fault tolerance (up to 25% of the structure can
be deleted provided of course that one knows which parts are absent).
4.5 Purifying the parity projection operation
We wish to perform a high fidelity parity projection operation on the client
qubits in each of two separate nodes of our DQC-3 machine. Each node
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Figure 4.2: The full protocol for implementing a high fidelity parity projec-
tion on the clients. Note that only the brokers are involved in an operation
spanning the two nodes: this is the network EO which generates a noisy
Bell pair. The box marked P denotes preparation of each intermediate
qubit into a state such as |+〉. In a typical physical implementation the
broker qubit is an optically active system whereas the other two qubits in
each node need not be (they might be realised as nuclear spins, for ex-
ample). Preparation and measurement of the intermediate qubit could in
practice be achieved by transferring the state to/from the broker for op-
tical readout. The client qubits of course never undergo preparation or
measurement in this process: the parity projection applies to an arbitrary
incoming client state.
contains a qubit which is directly associated with the (noisy) entangle-
ment channel, i.e. the broker qubit. Additionally each node contains one
intermediate qubit. We assume that the primal network EO on the two
broker qubits should ideally result in one of the four Bell states, but that
in practice this state may be affected by errors.
We employ a flip-error entanglement pumping scheme according to
which we generate a succession of ‘raw’ Bell states on the broker pair,
and via local gates and measurements we progressively generate a state on
the intermediate qubit pair with an improved noise profile: flip errors are
heavily suppressed, although phase errors will have increased [117].
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We now use this intermediate pair to perform a parity projection on
the client qubits (see Fig. 4.2, outer level of nesting). For a moment, let
us neglect the significance of residual flip errors on the intermediate qubit
pair, and local gate errors. Consider the consequence of the substantial
phase error probability pP : in the event of such an error one finds that
a PP is nevertheless performed successfully on the clients, but we have
an incorrect record of whether the outcome was ‘odd’ or ‘even’ (P 0C1,C2
or P 1C1,C2). However the intermediate qubits are now available again, and
we are free to repeat the previous pumping procedure and generate a new
bit-flip-corrected pair, and so perform a second parity projection on the
clients. Indeed we can repeat this as many times as we wish. Campbell’s
observation is that we can then deduce the likely true parity from looking
at the relative frequency with which ‘odd’ and ‘even’ are reported.
After h = m + 2l parity projections on a pair of client qubits, where
m+ l measurement outcomes indicate the same parity while l indicate the







p−1P − 1. The next effective parity projection increases the
difference m with a probability
hm =
αm(1− pP) + α−mpP
αm + α−m
. (4.18)
If there were no types of error other than phase errors on the source,
then one could continue this process to produce an arbitrarily high fidelity
parity projection (i.e. continue until differencem is very large). In practice,
there are residual flips errors on the source, errors on local operations within
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Figure 4.3: The strategy we adopt for generating the full TPC state.
The graph state notation is employed. Red dashed lines indicate pairs of
qubits that will be subject to a PP in the next step. The wide, shaded
arrow indicates that PPs are applied, and possibly local operations (often
these can be omitted or subsumed over several steps). In (a) we show how
to generate a ‘cross’ graph: the first two steps each involve two parallel
PPs, the third step is simply a set of local rotations. In the next panel
we show a general graphical rule for applying a PP plus local gate(s) on
two qubits that are already part of a graph state: after the PP we rewrite
the graph with an arbitrary one of the two qubits inheriting all their prior
connections, and the other as a ‘dangling bond’. In (b) we connect a grid
of cross graphs into a lattice (unterminated lines indicate the lattice can
continue to arbitrary size with the same pattern). In (c) we take two such
lattices and connect them so that they become two planes of the TPC state.
The inset shows that each PP is followed by removing one qubit in the z
basis. Note that the final object has dangling bonds in the more distant
plane, and these are exactly as required to repeat the process and connect
another lattice sheet (and in fact multiple sheets may be fused in one time
step).
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each node, and memory errors. The effect of these errors increases with
the number of effective parity projections h. Therefore, it is useful to
truncate m and h. We introduce the rule that if the difference m is at least
some target M after at most as H parity projections on the same pair of
client qubits, then the parity projection is deemed successful. Otherwise
the protocol is deemed a failure. This means that we will have (known)
imperfections in the TPC state that we are trying to generate; but the
work of Barrett and Stace [79] allows us to translate this damage rate into
an lowered threshold at which the TPC state achieves fault tolerance. This
tradeoff between PP fidelity and the threshold of the TPC state gives us
an opportunity numerical optimisation which we exploit in obtaining our
results.
4.6 Building the TPC state within the con-
straints of DQC-3
In Section 4.5 we described how DQC-3 enables high fidelity parity pro-
jection (PP) between nodes of the computer. We must now harness this
entangling operation for generating the target TPC state. It is essential to
use as few operations as possible since each PP will introduce some risk of
errors to the structure. The procedure we employ is depicted in Figure 4.3.
The process is quite efficient: We require only five time steps in order
to generate a two dimensional lattice as shown in panel (b): Specifically
one step to prepare client qubits, three further steps in panel (a), and then
a single PP step in panel (b). We then need only two further steps (one
PP, one measurement) to combine any number of such lattices into the
full TPC state. This is comparable to the number of steps that would
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fidelity on the network EO, the fidelity of local operations, and the memory error rate
(i.e. the rate at which errors occur even when no operations are applied). There are also
parameters internal to the protocol, such as the choice of how many rounds to allow for
purifying the parity projection before abandoning it – these parameters are selected by
numerical optimisation.
Our results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. We make the simplification that all
local errors, i.e. rotation, local entanglement and measurements, occur with the same
probability. In Fig. 4 we plot the case where memory errors can be neglected, and for
contrast in Fig. 5 we plot the case of significant memory errors. Figure 4 includes a
line which shows the performance of the original DQC-3 scheme described in Ref. [12].
Until the present paper, this was the most eﬃcient protocol for three-qubit nodes. The
curve labelled ‘old DQC-3’ is derived by taking the purification protocol of Ref. [12] and
using it to implement internode phase gates so as to directly create the TPCS. Note











     





Figure 4. State of the art thresholds for fully fault tolerant distributed quantum
computing. The probability of an error on the ‘raw’ network entangling operation
is pEnt. and the equivalent probability for local operations within a node (rotations,
two-qubit gates or measurements) is pLocal. The area to the lower left of any line
represents the region in which fault tolerant QIP is possible. Here memory errors are
neglected (c.f. Fig. 5). The DQC-3 performance (blue) is derived from the analysis in
this paper. For comparison we plot also the DQC-4 performance which we reproduce
from a graph in Ref. [13]. We note that very high rates of infidelity can be tolerated
by DQC-3 although the additional qubit in DQC-4 does allow still greater tolerance
(at local error rates of 10−3 tolerance of network infidelity approaches 10% for DQC-3
and 30% for the DQC-4). We also plot the “previous best” protocol for DQC-3, as
described in the text.
Figure 4.4: State of the art thresholds for fully fault tolerant distributed
quantum computing. The probability of an error on the ‘raw’ network
entangling operation is pEnt. and the equivalent probability for local opera-
tions within a node (rotations, two-qubit gates or measurements) is pLocal.
The a a to the low r left of any line represents the region in which fault
tolerant QIP is possible. Here memory rors ar neglecte (c.f. Fig. 4.5).
The DQC-3 erformance (blue) is derived from the analysis i this paper.
For comparison we plot also the DQC-4 performance which we reproduc
from a graph in Ref. [118]. We note that very high rates of infidelity can
be tolerated by DQC-3 although the additional qubit in DQC-4 does allow
still greater tolerance (at local error rates of 10−3 tolerance of network in-
fidelity approaches 10% for DQC-3 and 30% for the DQC-4). We also plot
the ‘previous best’ protocol for DQC-3, as described in the text.
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Figure 4.5: This plot indicated the impact of memory errors. pmem is the
probability that an errors occurs on an inactive qubit during one typical
time step of the basic protocol. Rates are as given in the figure, but note
that they are exacerbated by a 90% rate of heralded EO failure (see text).
be required to generate a TPC state by directly following the constructive
definition, i.e. using controlled-phase gates (which require at least DQC-4
if purification is to be employed). Consequently the thresholds which we
presently determine for DQC-3 are not very much lower than those that
DQC-4 attains.
4.7 Results
Using the techniques described in the preceding sections, we obtain condi-
tions for fault tolerant QIP in terms of the fundamental characteristics of
the DQC-3 machine: the fidelity on the network EO, the fidelity of local
operations, and the memory error rate (i.e. the rate at which errors occur
even when no operations are applied). There are also parameters internal
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to the protocol, such as the choice of how many rounds to allow for dis-
tilling the parity projection before abandoning it – these parameters are
selected by numerical optimisation.
Our results are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. We make the simplification
that all local errors, i.e. rotation, local entanglement and measurements,
occur with the same probability. In Fig. 4.4 we plot the case where memory
errors can be neglected, and for contrast in Fig. 4.5 we plot the case of
significant memory errors. Note that the memory error rates chosen are
more severe than in many real systems: for example it may take only tens
of microseconds to rotate a nuclear spin, whereas the spin decoherence time
can be of order minutes [121]. We also apply a very high outright (heralded)
failure rate to the network EO of 90%. This means that each time the
protocol requires a new ‘raw’ entangled pair to be generated, on average
there will be 10 attempts required before the protocol can proceed. Even
under these highly adverse conditions, the DQC-3 scheme still tolerates







Distributing an entangled state among remote quantum computers is one of
the fundamental tasks of quantum information technologies. It is crucial for
quantum teleportation, quantum cryptography and distributed quantum
computing. Using direct transmission, the success probability of trans-
mitting a qubit and the fidelity of the resulting quantum state decrease
exponentially with distance. Therefore, one needs quantum repeaters to
achieve long distance entanglement [29, 122]. A good quantum repeater
protocol should be fault-tolerant and provided with a high communication
rate. In this paper, we will propose a protocol to distribute entangle-
ment between two remote quantum computers. We consider noise in quan-
tum communication channels, and of course errors generated by operations
within the repeaters. We assume that the repeater stations may employ
non-deterministic EOs: that is, a means of entanglement, even within the
a single repeater, that often fails but those failures are ‘heralded’. In addi-
tion there are is of course a finite error rate even for the operations that are
deemed successful. Non-deterministic EOs can be implemented with small
quantum registers networked by optical setups, i.e. qubits can be entangled
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by joint measurements on single photons emitted form these qubits rather
than control of interactions [23, 24]. Such an architecture may be much eas-
ier to implement in a scalable way than e.g. large scale ion traps. We find
that the rate of distributing entanglement decreases only logarithmically
with the communication distance.
In our protocol, the task of distributing entanglement is done by single-
qubit measurements on a TPC state [76, 77, 78] across the chain of re-
peater stations. The TPC state must first be grown via operations within
repeaters together with quantum communication between pairs of neigh-
bouring repeaters. These operations within repeaters are expected have
a much better performance than communications between repeaters. The
protocol is valid if the probability of an error occurring in the commu-
nication channel is lower than a threshold, which is 15% when errors in-
duced by operations within repeaters are negligible. With errors less than
the threshold, entanglement can be established between two remote log-
ical qubits encoded in two separated graph states, which may be used
for further information processing via the topological measurement based
quantum computing [76, 77, 78]. Alternatively one can also decode each
logical qubit to a physical qubit via single-qubit measurements. Although
we describe only the two-party protocol here, it should be straightforward
to generalize for distributing multi-party entanglement.
In this protocol, the quality of the eventual entanglement between
logical qubits is only limited by the number of qubits in each repeater.
Therefore, our protocol effectively distils as well as distributes entangle-
ment. The idea of using an error correction code with protected logical
qubits for remote entanglement was firstly reported in Ref. [30], in which
the Calderbank-Shor-Steane code is employed. Recently, in a protocol of
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quantum state transfer of a surface-code-encoded qubit, the efficiency of
quantum communication is greatly improved by removing the necessity of
two-way communication [31]. Compared with these protocols, ours is the
first to consider a probabilistic architecture within each repeater station,
so that the entanglement distribution can be efficient even if EOs are far
from deterministic.
This Chapter is organized as the following. In Sec. 5.2, we describes
the whole picture of our scheme. In Sec. 5.3, we illustrate how to grow
the graph state across the quantum communication line using probabilistic
operations. And in Sec. 5.4, errors on the graph state and error correction
is discussed. In the Sec. 5.5, we discuss the scaling of local resources and
the overall communication rate.
5.2 The scheme
In order to generate entanglements between two remote quantum comput-
ers Alice and Bob, the two computers are connected via a chain of quantum
repeater stations. Two nearby repeaters are connected by optical quantum
communication channels (Fig. 5.1(a)). To give an overview of the process:
Firstly, a TPC state is grown across quantum repeater stations via prob-
abilistic EOs and quantum communications between nearby stations. The
TPC state contains two parallel empty tubes, which terminate in stations
of Alice and Bob. Each empty tube is a part of the TPC state without
any qubit, which has a line-like shape and shown as a blue rectangular
cuboid in Fig. 5.1(b). Once the TPC state is generated, measurements
in the X basis are performed on all qubits except two parts of the TPC
state located in stations of Alice and Bob respectively (Fig. 5.1(c)). Each
unmeasured part is called a plug, which are connected with empty tubes.
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Figure 5.1: The scheme of quantum entanglement distribution protocol
based on topologically protected cluster (TPC) state. (a) Alice and Bob can
be entangled via a chain of quantum repeater stations, which are connected
by optical quantum communication channels. (b) Each station contains a
‘slice’ of the TPC state which there exists across all repeater stations. The
TPC state contains two empty tubes (blue) without any qubit. (c) All
qubits are measured in X basis except two parts of the TPC state (green)
in stations of Alice and Bob respectively, which are called plugs and contain
the eventual encoded shared Bell pair. (d) The elementary cell of the TPC
state. Each logical qubit is encoded as subfigure (e) and can be decoded




Two empty tubes and two plugs form a closed loop. There is one logical
qubit encoded in each plug. All measurement outcomes are transmitted to
Alice and Bob. Ultimately, two logical qubits are entangled as one of the
Bell states (determined by measurement outcomes).
The logical qubit is encoded in a plug as X =
∏
a∈sectionXa and Z =∏
b∈line Zb, where X and Z are Pauli operators of the logical qubit. Here,
section is a dual surface across the plug, and line is a primal chain on
the surface of the plug and connecting two empty tubes (Fig. 5.1(e)). We
consider two stabilizers according to the following surfaces: (i) ci is a primal
surface whose boundary is enclosed by the tube-plug loop, and (ii) cii is a
closed dual surface enveloping one empty tube and crossing two plugs (Fig.
5.1(g)). These two stabilizers are K(ci) = ZAZB
∏
a∈ci Xa and K(cii) =
XAXB
∏
a∈c′ii Xa, where A,B denote Alice and Bob respectively, and c
′
ii
denotes the part of the surface cii outside two plugs. After measurements
in the X basis, one can replace Xa with measurement outcomes. Then,
we get two new stabilizers ZAZB = ±1 and XAXB = ±1, i.e. two logical
qubits are stabilized as one of Bell states. Here, two signs depend on
measurement outcomes.
Noise in quantum communication channels and imperfections in opera-
tions will make some phase errors on the TPC state. In order to eliminate
errors from the Bell state of two logical qubits, we monitor errors on the
TPC state by parity check operators K(cc), where cc are minimum closed
surfaces. Usually, minimum closed surfaces are surfaces of elementary cu-
bics. However, some qubits on the TPC state may be missing. The parity
check operator of an elementary cube with missing qubits can not be used
to detect errors. Then, one has to use products of parity check operators
connected by missing qubits to get as a new set of parity check operators
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Figure 5.2: A section of the topological protected cluster state with non-
trivial error rings and error chains which can induce an logical error.
[79]. Parity check operators reveal the endpoints of error chains, where an
error chain (ring) is a sequence of phase errors. If the number of phase
errors on the surface cc is odd, the existence of errors can be identified by





a∈c′ii Xa, are modified by knowledge of the
total number of error chains crossing surfaces ci and c′ii respectively. After
the error correction, only error rings encircling with the tube-plug loop,
error chains connecting two empty tubes and error chains connecting the
loop with the boundary of the TPC state (see Fig. 5.2), may contribute an
error on logical qubits. If noise and imperfections are less than a threshold,
the probability of an error on logical qubits decreases exponentially with
the minimum length of these error rings and error chains [76, 77, 78].
5.3 Cluster state growth
In order to grow the TPC state across quantum repeater stations, some
‘building-block’ graph states should be prepared first. The structure of
these elementary graph states can be a star [100], a line [92, 99], a cross
[101], or a tree [107, 103]. In this paper, we take the tree structure as an
example, and the scheme can be adapted to other structures. The tree
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Figure 5.3: Resource graph states for growing the topologically protected
cluster state. Each read dotted line denotes a parity projection (PP). (a)
Tree graph states can be grown by PPs on roots of trees. (b) Four trees
can be fused into a ‘snowflake’ graph state as the following: fusing each
pair of trees into a bigger tree at first; cutting two roots by measurements
in Z basis; fusing them into a snowflake and cut the unwanted qubit. (c)
Two trees in different quantum repeater stations are fused into a dumbbell
graph state by a Bell measurement on the photon-p1 and the photon-p2,
each associated with a qubit in a different stations. One of the photons (p2)
have to be transferred from one station to another. The Bell measurement is
followed by a measurement in the Y basis on the qubit-1 and a measurement
in the X basis on the qubit-2, in order to get the ‘dumbbell’ graph state.
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structure accumulates fewer errors than other structures when the success
probability of EOs is low [103, 111]. Tree-structure graph states can be
generated by using parity projections (PPs) [24]. A PP on roots of two
individual trees can fuse them into a double-size tree (Fig. 5.3(a)). If all
PPs are successful, after n steps, one can grow a tree with 2n qubits from
separated qubits, where the integer n is called the generation of the tree.
Trees are fused into two kinds of building-block graph states. Snowflake
graph states are prepared by fusing four trees (Fig. 5.3(b)). Each snowflake
will ultimately correspond to a specific qubit on the TPC state. Each
quarter of a snowflake is used to establish a connection with a neighboring
snowflake. We refer to the second kind of building-block as a dumbbell.
These are nonlocal building blocks connecting two nearby quantum re-
peater stations (Fig. 5.3(c)). A dumbbell is formed by two trees located
in different stations. For example, suppose that the basic qubits are op-
tically active atoms: then in order to prepare a dumbbell, we cause each
root qubit emit a single photon as |η〉j → |η〉j |η〉pj, where j = 1, 2 denotes
a root qubit, ‘pj’ denotes the corresponding photonic qubit, η = 0, 1 is
the label the state in the computational basis and the photonic qubit can
be encoded in polarization, frequency [23] or time-bin [92]. One photon is
transmitted from one station to another. After a Bell measurement on two
photons and single-qubit measurements on roots, we obtain the dumbbell
graph state.
The state of a tree together with the photon emitted from its root




(|0〉pj |0〉j |G〉tj + Zj+2 |1〉pj |1〉j |G〉tj), (5.1)
where |η〉j is the state of the root qubit-j, |η〉pj is the state of the photon-j.
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Here, |G〉tj is the graph state of the tree without its root but including the
qubit-(j + 2), and Zj+2 is the Pauli operation acting on the qubit-(j + 2).
Measurements are performed on photons and roots. As an example, we






(|0〉p1 |0〉p2 + |1〉p1 |1〉p2), (5.2)
while the outcome of the measurement in the Y basis on the qubit-1 is
|y+〉1 and the outcome of the measurement in the X basis on the qubit-2
is |+〉2. After measurements, we get











(1− iZ3Z4) |G〉t1 |G〉t2 . (5.3)
Then, we perform single-qubit operations (1 + iZ3)/
√







(1 + Z3 + Z4 − Z3Z4) |G〉t1 |G〉t2 , (5.4)
where (1 +Z3 +Z4−Z3Z4)/2 is a control-phase gate on qubit-3 and qubit-
4, and a overall phase has been ignored. Here, |D〉db is the dumbbell
graph state. All sets of outcomes are equivalent to each other up to those
two single-qubit operations, which can be substituted with updating Pauli
frames, and postponed until they must eventually be accounted for.
Making a building-block graph state requires all operations to be suc-
cessful, whose probability may be quite small. Therefore, building-block
graph states are produced with a post selection strategy: if an operation
is heralded as failed, the corresponding graph state is abandoned with the
qubits reinitialized. One can always obtain enough building-block with
enough trials.
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Snowflakes are assembled by PPs on leaves, which are qubits on the
edge of a snowflake (Fig. 5.5). Two snowflakes in the same quantum re-
peater station can be connected directly, while two snowflakes in different
stations are connected by bridging them with a dumbbell shared by these
two stations. The number of leaf qubits on each quarter of a snowflake is
2n−1. Therefore, the failure probability of connecting two snowflakes in the
same station is FL = f 2
n−1 , and the failure probability of connecting two
snowflakes in different stations is FNL ' 2FL, where f is the basic failure
probability of EOs. After establishing connections between snowflakes, all
qubits except those at the center of each snowflakes are removed by ap-
propriate single-qubit measurements, so that the surviving qubits form the
TPC state. Since some snowflakes have failed to be connected, this implies
some missing connections on the TPC state. We presently describe simula-
tions establishing that when connections are rarely missing, i.e. FL < 5%,
the cluster state is well connected and it is easy to find surfaces propa-
gating correlations between two logical qubits as long as it exists, which
is guaranteed in the scaling limit (as expected from percolation theory)
[123, 79].
In order to remove redundant qubits, we firstly chose a path between
two center qubits. All qubits beside the chosen path are measured in the
Z basis. For a nonlocal connection, all qubits on the path are measured
in the X basis, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). For a local connection, the three
qubits in the middle of the chosen path are measured in the Y basis while
others on the path are measured in the X basis, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). If
a connection is failed to be established between two snowflakes, all qubits
between two two center qubits are measured in the Z basis. Qubits-3
and qubit-4 are always on the path between two successfully connected
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Figure 5.4: Measurement patterns for cleaning up redundant qubits. We
illustrated the case that all parity projections on leafs all succeed as an
example. Gray qubits are measured in the Z basis.
snowflakes. We consider two products of stabilizers on the path (qubits
beside the path have been cleaned up) as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a), K˜5 =
K5KbKdK4KfKh and K˜6 = K6KgKeK3KcKa, where the stabilizer of graph
states Ki = Xi
∏
j∈N(i) Zj and N(i) denotes the set of neighbors of qubit-i.









After measurements in X basis on the path, X operators except X5 and
X6 in two products can be replaced by outcomes. Then, one can get two
new stabilizers X5Z6
∏
j∈N(5)−{a} Zj and X6Z5
∏
j∈N(6)−{g} Zj, which imply
a direct connection between qubits 5 and 6. The conclusion is valid for
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general-size trees.
The ‘building-block’ strategy is not always necessary. If the failure
probability of EOs is low enough f < 5%, one may generate the TPC
state directly, for example, by using control phase gates [76, 77, 78], where
control-phase gates on two qubits located in different quantum repeater sta-
tions can be simulated by consuming entanglements prepared via quantum
communications [119].
5.4 Noise, Imperfections and Error Correc-
tion
Both noise in quantum communication channels and imperfections in op-
erations can make errors on the TPC state. We assume communication
noise is depolarized, and described by the superoperator E = (1− ε)[1p2] +
ε([Xp2]+[Yp2]+[Zp2])/3 (Fig. 5.3(c)). We call qubits with nonlocal connec-
tions as joint qubits (Fig. 5.5(b)). Because the photon-2 may be affected
by noises in the optical quantum channel, the state |Ψ〉T2 affected by noises
is transformed to




+Yp2 |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|T2 Yp2 + Zp2 |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|T2 Zp2). (5.7)
After measurements and single-qubit operations, we get a noisy dumbbell
graph state
ρdb = (1− ε) |D〉 〈D|db +
ε
3
(Z3Z4 |D〉 〈D|db Z3Z4
+Z3 |D〉 〈D|db Z3 + Z4 |D〉 〈D|db Z4). (5.8)
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Figure 5.5: The strategy of assembling resource graph states into the topo-
logically protected cluster (TPC) state across quantum repeater stations.
(a) Snowflakes within the same station are connected directly to each other
by parity projections (red dot lines) on leaves. Two snowflakes in differ-
ent stations can be connected by connecting snowflakes with a dumbbell
shared by these two stations. (b) Each qubit on the TPC state used to be
the qubit on the center of a snowflake. The TPC state in different stations
are connected via nonlocal connections (dash lines) on joint qubits (with
black ring).
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Here, the error Z3Z4 (Z3, Z4) is propagated from the error Xp2 (Yp2, Zp2).
An error [Z3] ([Z4]) can induce a wrong outcome of X3 (X4), which changes
the sign of the corresponding stabilizer, i.e. induces an error [Z6] ([Z5]).
Therefore, errors induced by communication noise may make phase errors
on corresponding joint qubits (qubits 5 and 6) with a probability 2ε/3 for
each of them.
If internal operations within stations are perfect (when heralded as suc-
cessful), then only joint qubits have errors, and error correction can be
performed independently on each joint layer. The error threshold of a two
dimensional layer is about 10% for a perfectly connected lattice [81, 124].
Once operations are perfect, one can always grow a big tree to make FL as
low as possible. Therefore, with perfect operations, the condition of getting
a correct correlation between two logical qubits faithfully is 2ε/3 . 10%,
i.e. the error threshold of communication noise is εt ' 15%.
With imperfect operations, all qubits on the TPC state may affected by
phase errors. If the distribution of phase errors is uniform, i.e. all qubits
may have an phase error with the same probability, the error threshold of
phase error is about 3% for perfectly connected TPC state [80]. However,
in our case, the TPC state grown by probabilistic EOs is unlikely to be
perfectly connected and there are more errors on joint qubits than others.
We treat missing connections by transforming them to qubit loss, by means
of deleting the qubits with missing connections using measurements in the
Z basis. Therefore, the loss probability of joint qubits is 5FL, and the loss
probability of other qubits is 4FL. We determine error thresholds for general
cases numerically as shown in Fig. 5.6(a), using the method developed in
Ref. [105, 79].
The error rate of imperfect operations must be lower than the thresh-
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Figure 5.6: Thresholds of error correction on the topologically protected
cluster (TPC) state. (a) Thresholds of phase errors on joint qubits, which
is dependent on the ratio between the error probability on joint qubits
(pJ) and the error probability on other qubits (p). (b) Thresholds of com-
munication noise ε with operational error rate 10−4 (solid line), evaluated
from the linear interpolation of data in subfigure (a). By using control-
phase gates to generate the TPC state directly, the error rate can be much
more higher (2 × 10−3) but only a failure probability (f) lower than 4%
is tolerable (dash line). Memory errors may happen at a lower rate than
operational errors. Memory errors at 10% of the operational error rate can
lower the threshold, but not dramatically (dotted line).
old of fault-tolerant quantum computing (FTQC). The threshold of FTQC
on the TPC state with non-deterministic EOs (deterministic control-phase
gates) is about 2×10−4 [111] (5×10−3 [76, 77, 78]). By optimizing the size
of trees, (a bigger tree can reduce missing connections but generates more
errors), we obtained thresholds of communication noise with the present of
operational errors in Fig. 5.6(b). If the error rate of operations is 10−4,
the threshold of communication noise is about 11% when the success prob-
ability of entangling operations is 1%. In contrast, by using control-phase
gates to generate the TPC state directly, the threshold of communication
noise is still above 10% even if the error rate of operation is 2× 10−3, but
the success probability must be higher than 98%.
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Figure 5.7: Topological structures of tubes (blue and red) and plugs
(black) for distributing (a) 3-qubit GHZ states and (b) 4-qubit cluster
states.
5.5 Performance
A logical qubit can be decoded into a physical qubit by measurements on
the corresponding plug with one qubit unmeasured. The residual qubit
carries the quantum state of the logical qubit. For decoding, two pyramids
inside the plug, whose apexes hold the residual qubit and bases connect
tubes, are measured in the Z basis, while other qubits are measured in the
X basis (Fig. 5.1(f)). The residual qubit can acquire an error if there is an
error chain connecting two pyramids. Therefore, the probability of an error
on the residual qubit is p+O(p3) [76, 77, 78], where p is the probability of
phase errors on the residual qubit, which is usually lower than 3%. Besides
two-party entanglements, our scheme can be generalized to multi-party
entanglements, e.g. three-party and four-party entanglements as shown in
Fig. 5.7.
The probability of errors on two entangled logical qubits decreases ex-
ponentially with the minimum length of error rings and error chains. We
design the TPC state as follows: the perimeters of two empty tubes, the
distance between empty tubes and the distance between each empty tube
and the boundary is proportional to the same length scale L. The length of
the TPC state, i.e., the number of quantum repeater stations, can increase
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the probability of error rings and error chains linearly. Therefore, the over-
all probability of errors on two entangled logical qubits is εE ∝ Ne−κL,
where N is the number of stations, κ is a constant depending on p, pJ and
FL. Here, κ ∼ 1 for the probability of errors that is one third of the thresh-
old [78]. For achieving a given quality of entanglement, we need a TPC
state with L = O(log(N/εE)). The number of photonic qubits transferred
between two nearby stations is proportional to L2. Therefore the overall
entanglement distribution rate of our scheme is RN = O(log−2(N/εE)). If
entanglement can be established and distilled (e.g. εE = 10−3) with a mega-
hertz rate between two repeater stations, the bandwidth is one quarter of





quantum network with general
noise
6.1 Introduction
Creating entanglement over long distances is the main goal of quantum
communication, with applications in quantum key distribution, fundamen-
tal tests of quantum mechanics, and distributed computing, among others
[125]. However the fragility of entanglement to environmental noise limits
the effective distance of direct quantum communication. One of the most
celebrated solutions to this problem is the use of quantum-repeaters [29].
As a drawback, this strategy consumes an amount of quantum memories
per repeater that grows rapidly with the distance for establishing entan-
glement, even when error-correction is used [30, 31].
The distribution of entanglement in quantum networks has been the fo-
cus of intense research. Non-trivial geometry of the quantum network can
be used, for instance, in entanglement percolation [32] or error correction
strategies [33, 34, 35, 36]. However, all the known results in this direction
rely on unrealistic quantum states [32, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] or networks
with an impractical geometry (e.g. three-dimensional) [33, 35, 36] or the
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consumption of a growing amount of local resources [34, 43]. Entangle-
ment distribution in a noisy two-dimensional network with a fixed local
resources is believed to be possible through one-dimensional fault-tolerant
quantum computation schemes [34, 36]. However such a scheme often re-
quire quantum communications and operations with a very small error rate
(approximately 10−5) [87, 45]. Thus, the problem of designing a realistic
scalable quantum network remains largely unresolved.
In this Chapter, we show that it is possible to entangle two distant sites
in a two-dimensional network involving realistic quantum channels. In the
present proposal, the number of quantum memories per node needed is fixed
and does not scale with the communication distance. Also, the scalability
of the two-dimensional quantum network does not rely on the scalability of
quantum processors. Moreover quantum communication error rates of up
to 1.67% can be tolerated.
6.2 Scheme
Our starting point is a quantum network on the square lattice (see Fig.6.1).
Each node in the network is connected to its neighbours through a quantum
channel that distribute two-qubit Werner states ρ given by
ρ = (1− q)|Φ+〉〈Φ+|+ q I
4
, (6.1)
where |Φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/
√
2 is a maximally entangled state, I
4
is the
maximally mixed state, and 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 is a noisy parameter. This state can
be understood as the result of the following process: a maximally entan-
glement state |Φ+〉 is produced and sent to a neighbouring site through a





















Figure 6.1: (a) Quantum network on the square lattice. Each node has
four linking qubits, which can be entangled with neighbouring nodes, while
the fifth one is used to process the surface code. The colors are used
to label the nodes according to the operations to be realized during the
protocol. (b) A rectangular part of the quantum network is used to create
entanglement between qubits in Alice and Bob’s sites (see text).
ability F = 〈Φ+|ρ|Φ+〉 = 1 − 3q/4 (i.e. the fidelity between ρ and |Φ+〉)
and causes an error with probability 1−F , which we call the channel error
rate. Note that since any two-qubit state can be put into the form Eq.
6.1 by local operations and classical communication [126], our results can
also cover other cases of quantum states. The main goal in our scheme
is to entangle two arbitrarily distant nodes, labelled by Alice and Bob,
using quantum channels connecting neighbouring nodes, local operations
at each node and one-way classical communication among them. Here we
will consider, apart from the communication noise, possible errors in these
operations. Our protocol is based on the surface code [127] and could be
generalized to other geometries [128, 129]. Apart from the four qubits in
each node composing the network, we need one more qubit in each node
for processing the surface code.
To generate remote entanglement between Alice and Bob, we consider
a section of the rectangular network as shown Fig. 6.1 (b). We divide
the nodes within this section of the network into three groups, marked in
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black, blue and red in the figure. Each blue (red) node is surrounded by
four black nodes (or three, if it is along a border of the rectangle). Alice
and Bob are both placed in the black group and located on two edges in
this rectangular network, e.g two vertical sides composed of black nodes
and blue nodes. The other two sides are composed of black nodes and
red nodes. At the start of the protocol, we initialize all processing qubits
in black nodes to the state |0〉. We then use the entanglements shared
between neighbours to perform stabilizer measurements ZZZZ (ZZZ) and
XXXX (XXX) of four (three) black processing qubits around each blue
and red node respectively. Here, Z and X are Pauli operators. A circuit
describing these measurements is shown in Fig. 6.2. As soon as these
stabilizer measurements are performed, the state of black processing qubits
becomes an eigenstate of the stabilizers of the surface code [127]. Finally,
all black processing qubits except Alice and Bob’s qubits are measured in
the following way:
• all black processing qubits along the two vertical sides are measured
in the X basis;
• all black processing qubits along the dot line composed of black and
red nodes connecting Alice and Bob (see Fig. 6.1b ) are measured in
the Z basis;
• Qubits in the region defined within the dash lines in Fig 6.1b are
measured in the Z basis and the ones outside are measured in the X
basis.
Here, we choose the dotted line so that it is in the middle of two cor-
responding dashed lines when it is near Alice and Bob or two horizontal


























x1 x2 x3 x4
Figure 6.2: Circuits for stabilizer measurements (a) ZZZZ and (b)
XXXX. Circuits for stabilizer measurements ZZZ and XXX are similar.
On each subfigure, the upper two lines are the processing qubit and link-
ing qubits of a blue or red node, while the lower two lines are processing
qubits and linking qubits of four neighboring black nodes. Each wave line
represents a Bell state |Φ+〉 of two corresponding linking qubits. The mea-
surement outcome of ZZZZ (XXXX) is zz1z2z3z4 (xx1x2x3x4), where z
and zi (x and xi) are outcomes of measurements in the Z (X) basis of the
blue (red) processing qubit and the ith black linking qubit respectively.
Each blue (red) node interacts with its four neighbouring black nodes in
the order: left, up, right, down. After interacting with a blue (red) node, a
black processing qubit need a phase (flip) gate Zxi (Xzi), where xi (zi) is
the measurement outcome of the corresponding blue (red) linking qubit.
measurements, the processing qubits of Alice and Bob are entangled.
In order to see that, let us first consider the perfect case, i.e. when q = 0
and all operation are perfect. The initial state of black processing qubits,
which are all initialized in the state |0〉, is the eigenstate of ZAB with the
eigenvalue +1. Here, ZAB is the product
∏
Z of black processing qubits on
the line connecting Alice and Bob (the dot line in Fig. 6.1 (b)). The oper-
ator ZAB commutes with the stabilizer operators. Therefore, the stabilizer
state is still an eigenstate of ZAB with the eigenvalue +1. The stabilizer
state is also an eigenstate of the product of all XXXX and XXX, which
is XAXB, where XA (XB) is the product
∏
X of black processing qubits
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on the vertical side with Alice (Bob) (see Fig. 6.1 (b)). One can obtain the
eigenvalue of XAXB by multiplying measurement outcomes of all XXXX
and XXX. After measuring out black processing qubits except the pro-
cessing qubits in Alice and Bob (i.e. the qubit A and the qubit B), we
can replace Z and X in ZAB and XAXB with the respective measurement
outcomes. Finally, we see that the state of qubits A and B are “stabilized",
i.e., they become an eigenstate of ZAZB and XAXB, where eigenvalues de-
pend on measurement outcomes. In this way, the qubit A and the qubit B
are entangled as one of Bell states.
Imperfections in quantum channels and in local operations can result
in incorrect stabilizer-measurement outcomes. In order to obtain a set
of faithful stabilizer-measurement outcomes, the stabilizer measurements
must be repeated N times before final single-qubit measurements on black
processing qubits. For each stabilizer measurement, the entanglement be-
tween neighbouring sites needs to be regenerated. Thus the overall time
cost of our scheme isNT , where T is the communication time for generating
neighbouring entanglements.
It is crucial to realize that black processing qubits may be affected by
errors during the stabilizer measurements. However these errors can be
detected: if any of the stabilizer-measurement outcomes are different from
each other in the previous time step, we have an error syndromes and we
immediately conclude that incorrect stabilizer-measurement outcomes and
errors on black processing qubits have happened. Moreover, it is possible
that some qubits are initialized wrongly states other than the state |0〉 at
the very beginning. We can detect such initialization errors based on mea-
surement outcomes of ZZZZ stabilizers, i.e. all ZZZZ should be +1 if











Figure 6.3: Error thresholds for a variety of ratios between εS and εE
for independent errors. Here, εt is the threshold of εE, i.e., errors are cor-
rectable if εE < εt. Squares represent thresholds for εS/εE = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3
without correlations. These thresholds are obtained numerically by pair-
ing error syndromes with the minimum-weight perfect-matching algorithm
[81, 79]. The line is obtained by fitting thresholds with the function
εt = ε0 − k log(εS/εE).
measurement, including errors induced by the last stabilizer measurement
and subsequent operations, cannot be detected by further stabilizer mea-
surements. Thus, we may need to measure more black processing qubits
rather than only qubits included in ZAB and XAXB (see the measurement
pattern defined by the dash lines in Fig. 6.1). We then detect these errors
that occur after the last stabilizer measurements through a comparison of
the outcomes of single-qubit measurements with outcomes of stabilizers, i.e.
the outcome of a stabilizer should be the same as the product of outcomes
of individual qubits in the stabilizer. One corrects stabilizer-measurement
outcomes and all other errors by pairing error syndromes [130], as in the
typical surface-code error correction.
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6.3 Error thresholds
The surface code works if the probability of errors is lower than a certain
threshold. The outcome of a XXXX or ZZZZ measurement may be
wrong with a probability εS. Between two time steps of stabilizer measure-
ments, phase errors [Z] (flip errors [X]) may happen on each black pro-
cessing qubit with a probability εE. Here and throughout we use the form
[U ] to denote the superoperator [U ](ρ) = UρU †. By considering only the
errors coming from quantum channels that occur “independently" and by
considering the limit where q is small, εS = 2q, and εE = q. In fact, errors
corresponding to XXXX and ZZZZ stabilizers are correlated. However,
these two kinds of errors can be corrected separately. Thus, correlations
between them can be ignored. Under these conditions, we find numerically
that the error threshold depends on the ratio εS/εE as εt = ε0−k log(εS/εE)
(see Fig. 6.3), where ε0 = 0.0294 and k = 0.0072 are constants and εth
is the threshold of εE (i.e. errors are correctable if εE < εth). In our
case in which εS/εE = 2, the noise in quantum channels is correctable if
q = εE < 2.23%, corresponding to an error rate of 1.67%.
Imperfect operations, including the initialization of qubits, measure-
ments, and controlled-NOT gates, may also result in errors, reducing the
tolerable error rate of quantum channels. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that errors in operations are depolarized with the same rate p.
Erroneous operations are modelled by perfect operations preceded or fol-
lowed by an erroneous superoperation E1 = (1−p)[I]+(1/3)([X]+[Y ]+[Z])
for single-qubit operations or E2 = (1−p)[I]+(1/15)([I1X2]+ · · ·+[Z1I2]+
· · · + [X1Y2] + · · · ) for two-qubit operations. Moreover, imperfect two-
qubit gates may give rise to correlations between phase errors on black
processing qubits, which take place in the form [ZredZright], [ZredZdown],
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and [ZrighZdown] with the same probability εC between two time steps of
stabilizer measurements. Here, [Zred] is a phase error on a red processing
qubit, which can induce an incorrect outcome of the stabilizer measure-
ment, and [Zright] ([Zdown]) is a phase error on the black processing qubit
to the right (downward direction) of the red processing qubit. All other
phase errors are independent, i.e. [Zred], [Zright], and [Zdown] happen with
the probabilities εS−2εC , εE−2εC , and εE−2εC , respectively. Flip errors
corresponding to stabilizers ZZZZ are also similar. By counting these er-
rors, we find εS = 2q + 124p/15, εE = q + 76p/15, and εC = 8p/15. Then,
we evaluate the thresholds of quantum channels with imperfect operations
as shown in Fig. 6.4 and show that if the error rate of operations is 10−3,
the threshold of q is about 1.69%, corresponding to an error rate of 1.27%.
Memory errors can occur in our scheme while we are generating neigh-
boring entanglements. Fortunately, these memory errors can also be de-
tected by stabilizer measurements, and the decoherence time does not have
to be comparable to the overall time cost NT but does for the communica-
tion time for generating neighboring entanglements T . We suppose memory
errors are given by depolarization and occur with the rate pm during the
time T , which can increase εE by 2pm/3. Thus, memory errors on process-
ing qubits can lower the threshold but not dramatically with pm = 10−2 as
shown in Fig. 6.4.
6.4 Final remote entangled state
Even within the threshold, error correction may fail, because a chain of
errors connecting boundaries (error chain) may not be detected through
error syndromes.There are two kinds of nontrivial error chains that can
affect the final entanglement between Alice and Bob: (i) error chains that
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Figure 6.4: Thresholds of the communication-noise parameter q where p
is the error rate of local operations. Memory errors can lower the thresh-
old but not dramatically with the error rate pm = 10−2. Two curves
are obtained by neglecting correlations and using the linear fitting in Fig.
6.3, which are good approximations of thresholds (rounds and squares for
pm = 0 and pm = 10−2, respectively) obtained numerically by pairing error
syndromes with the minimum-weight perfect-matching algorithm [81, 79].
Thresholds of the communication noise parameter q, where p is the error
rate of local operations. Memory errors can lower the threshold, but not
dramatically with the error rate pm = 10−2.
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flip qubits in ZAB for an odd number of times; and (ii) error chains that
resulted in an odd total number of incorrect measurement outcomes of
XXXX stabilizers and phase errors on black processing qubits along two
vertical sides after the last stabilizer measurement. In order to reduce
the first kind of nontrivial error chains, the network for entangling Alice
and Bob is designed so that the minimum distance between two horizontal
sides and the line connecting Alice and Bob (the dot line in Fig. 6.1)
is also N . Upon error correction, the total probability of long nontrivial
error chains with the minimum length N decreases exponentially with N
but increases polynomially with the distance between Alice and Bob [33].
Therefore, N scales only logarithmically with the communication distance,
and thus these long error chains can then be neglected. Short nontrivial
error chains with length shorter thanN are all distributed in regions around
Alice and Bob, whose probability also decrease exponentially with their
length. More generally, noise in the final remote entanglement can be
described by the superoperator EAB = F [1] + εX [XA] + εY [YA] + εZ [ZA],
where the fidelity F = 1 − εX − εY − εZ . Assuming the last stabilizer
measurement is XXXX, by only considering short error chains, we have
εX = q/2 + 2pm/3 + 44p/15 +O(q
2, p2m, p
2), εY = 4p/15 +O(q2, p2m, p2) and




The communication time for generating neighboring entanglements T relies
on the distance between two nearest-neighbor nodes. For example, for
nearest-neighbor distance of 10 km, a neighboring entanglement can be
generated with a probability ∼ 99.75% in T ∼ 0.2 ms. Here, we have
supposed a repeat of the entanglement generation in order to reach this
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high success probability, and the failure of generating entanglements is due
to photon loss in fibers, whose attenuation is supposed to be 0.2 dB/km in
this example. Failures of generating entanglements give rise to failures of
stabilizer measurements, which are tolerable in surface codes. The presence
of these failures can reduce the threshold of noises, but only slightly if the
success probability is near 1 [79]. With L the distance between two vertical
lines and ∼ N the distance between two horizontal lines, the probability of
errors induced by long error chains scales as εlong ∼ Le−κN . Here, κ depends
on the probability of errors, and κ ∼ 1 for the probability of errors that is
one-third of the threshold [78]. Therefore, entanglements can be generated
rapidly over a long distance, e.g. with N = 25, resulting in 200 ebits/s,




states from a single atom
7.1 Introduction
The experimental effort devoted worldwide to the production and coher-
ent manipulation of genuinely multiparticle-entangled states over the last
decade has been tremendous [9, 46, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139, 140, 141, 142]. The main motivations behind this effort are arguably
the potential applications of the GHZ [53] and cluster [19] states. The
former can be considered as simple models of the celebrated gedanken
Schrödinger-cat states [135, 138], are crucial for quantum communication
and cryptography problems [143, 144, 145], and have been found useful in
metrology [146] as well as in high-precision spectroscopy [147]. The latter
are massively-entangled states that make one of the main paradigms of
quantum computation possible, namely, the measurement-based one-way
approach [19]. There, computation proceeds by a sequence of adaptive one-
qubit measurements on the cluster, consuming cluster-state entanglement
as the main resource.
As a physical platform for the transmission of quantum information
without significant noise, photons are the natural choice. In addition,
photonic platforms have potential for quantum information processing
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since all-optical models for quantum computing using only linear-optical
devices, single-photon sources and detectors exist [148]. Furthermore,
in linear-optical setups, both photonic GHZ [131, 132, 138] and cluster
[136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142] states have been demonstrated in proof-
of-principle experiments with up to six photons. However, in these setups,
photon-pair generation is highly inefficient, and the entangling gates nec-
essary to fuse these pairs into larger multi-qubit states are in addition
intrinsically probabilistic. This poses a fundamental obstacle to the scaling
to large numbers of particles.
On the other hand, atom-cavity systems make excellent single-photon-
single-atom interfaces [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. High-efficiency single
photons emitted in a predetermined spatiotemporal mode, from single neu-
tral Rb [49] and Cs [47] atoms, and even trapped Ca+ ions [48, 52], inside
an optical cavity, have been realized. Furthermore, with similar experi-
mental setups, single-photon-single-atom and single-photon-single-photon
entanglements have been successfully demonstrated [149, 150, 50, 51].
In this chapter, we propose a family of protocols for the creation of
photonic GHZ and linear cluster states emitted from a single atom – or
ion – coupled to an optical cavity field. These protocols are based on laser
pulses with different polarizations and exploit the atomic natural dipole-
transition elements to state-selectively achieve the desired transitions. The
methods are in principle deterministic. However, in practice the overall
efficiency is never unity. We provide a detailed analysis of the sources of
imperfections and show that cavity photon-emission efficiencies close to
70% per photon are feasible. The procedures are illustrated with 87Rb and
40Ca atoms as examples, respectively with and without hyperfine structure,
and for whom the state-of-the-art technology is in an extremely advanced
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stage [134, 9, 48, 52, 150, 49, 50, 51]. Their extensions to other alkali-metal
or alkaline-earth-metal species are straightforward.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 7.2 we present our ideas
in abstract terms. In Secs. 7.3 and 7.4 we describe concrete experimental
procedures to implement the proposed ideas with 40Ca and 87Rb atoms,
respectively. We leave an analysis of the technical details common to both
implementations for Sec. 7.5, and we devote Sec. 7.6 for an assessment of
the experimental feasibility with current technology and some discussions.
Finally, efficiencies and fidelities are discussed in Sec. 7.7.
7.2 The protocol
A neutral (or ionized) atom is optically (electrically) confined inside a high-
finesse optical cavity [47, 48, 52, 49, 50, 51], with whose field the atom
is strongly coupled. The atom is excited by laser-pulse sequences that
propagate perpendicularly to the cavity axis. One of the cavity mirrors is
partially transmissive and the well-defined photonic output mode through
it provides the dominant channel of atomic decay. Repeated application of
these pump sequences produces trains of photons that are collected at the
cavity output by an optical fiber, through which they propagate with the
desired multiqubit states in their polarization degree of freedom.
Each of the above-mentioned pulse sequences is designed to drive either
of the following state-transformations on the atom-cavity system:
TGHZ :|±〉 → ±|±〉|σ±〉, or (7.1a)
TLC :|±〉 → 1√
2
(± |+〉 ∣∣σ+〉− |−〉 ∣∣σ−〉). (7.1b)
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and
TLCa : |±〉 →
1√
2
(± |+〉 ∣∣σ+〉− |−〉 ∣∣σ−〉), (7.2a)
or TLCb : |±〉 →
1√
2
(± |+〉 ∣∣σ−〉+ |−〉 ∣∣σ+〉). (7.2b)
Here, kets |+〉 and |−〉 stand for two long-lived atomic states in which the
atomic z computational basis is encoded. |σ+〉 and |σ−〉 in turn denote
the right and left circularly-polarized states, respectively, of the photon
emitted in each sequence, which constitute the photonic z computational
states. Transformations 7.1 are called isometries, mapping the atomic-
qubit Hilbert space into the two-qubit atomic-photonic one. Isometries for
the sequential creation of multiqubit states were studied in Ref. [151] in
general terms.
In the following, we show explicitly how the repeated application of
transformations 7.1a or 7.1b, respectively, lead to N -photonic-qubit GHZ
[53] or linear cluster [19] states. In both cases the protocol consists first
of the successive application of transformations 7.1a or 7.1b, respectively,
N times. This already generates the desired multiqubit states but in the
hybrid atom-N -emitted-photons system. Then, to decouple the atom from
the state, a projective measurement is applied to it. Naturally, such mea-
surement is most efficiently done by taking advantage of the atomic cou-
pling with the cavity photons. So, in both cases the atom is finally mea-
sured in the corresponding appropriate basis via a further excitation and
subsequent measurement of the last emitted photon.
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7.2.1 GHZ and linear cluster states
We show here how the repeated application of transformations 7.1 leads
to the generation of the desired multi-qubit states. Let us begin by the
linear cluster state. The atom is initialized in—say—state |ϕ0〉 ≡ |+〉.
Application of transformation 7.1b N + 1 times delivers the state





(−1)i′1i′2+...i′N i′N+1+i′N+1|iN+1〉|σiN+1N+1 ...σi11 〉,
where we have explicitly subindexed each photon’s polarization according
to its order of emission. The summation goes over all possible polarization
configurations. The primed indexes in the exponent in turn denote the
mapping +′ ≡ 0 and −′ ≡ 1. Also, notice that the atomic state iN+1 is
locked to the polarization σiN+1N+1 of the last emitted photon. In fact, if we
group the atom and the (N + 1)-th photon together into a single effective
qubit, state |ϕN+1〉 is already an (N +1)-qubit linear cluster state [19], but
shared among the atom and the N + 1 photons. To disconnect the atom
from the state, we simply measure it in its computational z basis. Naturally,
this is most efficiently done by taking advantage of its coupling with the
cavity photons: A projective measurement on the (N + 1)-th photon in
the computational basis {|σ+N+1〉, |σ−N+1〉}, with outcomes µ = 0, for σ+N+1,
or µ = 1, for σ−N+1, disconnects the effective atom-last-photon qubit from
the rest of the cluster. The final state of the remaining N photons is –
up to an innocuous, µ-dependent local unitary – nothing but the desired,




(−1)i′1i′2+...i′N−1i′N+i′Nµ+µ|σiNN ... σi11 〉. (7.4)
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For the case of the GHZ state, let us take the initial atom’s state as
|ψ0〉 ≡ 1√2(|+〉 + |−〉), for instance. We apply now transformation 7.1a N
times to obtain
|ψaN〉 ≡ TGHZaN |ψ0〉 ≡
1√
2
[|+〉|σ+N ...σ+1 〉+ (−1)N |−〉|σ−N ...σ−1 〉]. (7.5)
As above, state |ψaN〉 is already an N + 1-qubit atomic-photonic GHZ
state. To decouple the atom we now measure it in its x basis, again via a
photonic measurement. For this, we first apply transformation 7.1b once,
which adds a further emitted photon with polarization locked to the atomic
state as above. Next we measure this photon in its computational basis
also as above. This projects the other N photons onto
|ΨaN〉 = (−1)µ|σ+N ... σ+1 〉 − (−1)N |σ−N ... σ−1 〉, (7.6)
which is – up to a µ-dependent local unitary – the desired photonic GHZ
state [53] (normalization omitted again). Notice finally that the initial
atomic state here can also be taken as |ϕ0〉 ≡ |+〉. In this case the protocol
is the same except for the first of the N+1 required transformations, which
is of the type 7.1b instead of [53]. The resulting state is – up to a minus
sign – also given by 7.6.
7.3 Implementation with 40Ca
This isotope does not feature hyperfine structure (see Fig. 7.1). The Zee-
man sublevels of the S1/2 ground state encode the atomic qubit: |±〉 ≡
|4S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉, where the quantization direction is that of the cav-
ity axis. Both the cavity mode and a monochromatic pump laser are in
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Thursday, August 26, 2010Figure 7.1: Relevant fine level structure of 40Ca ion. Only photons (red
wavy lines) with σ+ or σ− circular polarizations can decay into the cav-
ity (resonant with 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2). (a) A pi-polarized laser (blue lines)
resonantly excites both ground-state sublevels |4S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 to the
4P1/2 manifold. The total effective process including spontaneous photon
emission is represented by green dashed lines, and its successive repetition
creates a GHZ state. (b) Same as (a) but with the laser possessing also a
σ+/σ−-polarization component. Two effective processes are driven simul-
taneously by the same pulse, and its repetition generates a linear cluster
state.
resonance with the dipole transition 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2. The laser is linearly-
polarized either perpendicular to the cavity axis, decomposing into two
equal components of σ+ and σ− polarizations, or parallel to it. Photons
with the former polarization, σ+/σ−, can only either absorb from or deliver
to the atom one quantum mJ of angular momentum. Photons with the lat-
ter polarization, pi, necessarily maintain mJ unchanged. Transformations
7.1 can both be realized with a single laser pulse.
For the case of 7.1a, the pump laser is pi-polarized and drives the exci-
tations
∣∣S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 → ∣∣P1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉. The cavity in turn sup-
ports only σ+/σ− polarizations, because photons propagating along the
cavity axis cannot carry pi polarization. Thus atomic decay takes place
only through the transitions
∣∣P1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 → ± ∣∣S1/2,mJ = ∓1/2〉
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(the sign factor coming from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients), accompanied
by the corresponding emission of a σ± photon into the cavity. Altogether,
the ground-state sublevels transform as |S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 → ±|S1/2,mJ =
∓1/2〉|σ±〉. Considering the qubit encoding, this transformation is—up to
an atomic qubit-flip—precisely 7.1a. Since a qubit-flip is nothing but an
innocuous local unitary operation, the resulting state is just the desired
GHZ state but in a different local (qubit-flipped) basis.
In the case of 7.1b, we set the laser polarization forming an an-
gle α with the cavity axis. That is, both components, pi polarization,
with weight cos(α), and σ+/σ− polarization, with weight sin(α), are now
present in the polarization vector of the pump. Therefore, the follow-
ing excitations can be driven [see Fig. 7.1 (b)]:
∣∣S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 →
cos(α)
∣∣P1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 ∓ sin(α) ∣∣P1/2,mJ = ∓1/2〉. These excitations
decay via photon emission into the cavity exactly as before, yielding
|S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉 → sin(α)|S1/2,mJ = ±1/2〉|σ∓1 〉 ± cos(α)|S1/2,mJ =
∓1/2〉|σ±1 〉) as the total transformation for the ground states. Once again
taking into account the qubit encoding, we see that if α = pi/4 the latter
is – up to local unitary qubit-flips – identical with transformation 7.1b.
7.4 Implementation with 87Rb
This species possesses a rich hyperfine structure, schematically represented
in Fig. 7.2. We use sublevels
∣∣52S1/2, F = 1,mF = ±1〉 ≡ |±〉 of the
ground-state hyperfine manifold as the atomic qubit. The short-hand no-
tation
“52S1/2, F = i”→ “i”
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and
“52P1/2, F = i”→ “i′”
is used throughout. The cavity mode is now in resonance with the 1↔ 2′
transition.
We begin by the implementation of 7.1a, which requires two pulses.
In the first one, sketched in Fig 7.2 (a), a two-photon Raman process
resonant with the transition 1 ↔ 2 partially transfers population from
|1,±1〉 to |2,±1〉. This is performed with a conventional stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage (STIRAP) , very similar to the one used in Ref. [150].
Two pi-polarized smooth laser pulses are used. One of them is resonant
with the 2 ↔ 1′ transition and is switched on first. The other one is
resonant with 1 ↔ 1′ and is switched on (reaches peak intensity) exactly
when the first one reaches peak intensity (is completely switched off). This
procedure allows for the use of a zero Raman-detuning at the same time
keeping spontaneous emission negligible, for the entire evolution remains in
a (adiabatically-varying) dark-state. The STIRAP-pulse area is such that
|1,±1〉 → 1/2(∓√3|1,±1〉 + |2,±1〉) ≡ ±|η±〉. States |1, 1〉 and |1,−1〉
rotate in opposite angles because of the relative signs between the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients (not shown) of the transitions involved.
In the second step [Fig. 7.2 (b)] a bichromatic laser pulse excites the
atom to the 2′ sublevels. Both laser-frequency components are σ+/σ−-
polarized and have the same amplitude (with zero optical phase, for
simplicity). One of them is resonant with 1 ↔ 2′ and the other one
with 2 ↔ 2′. Taking into account the couplings shown in Fig. 7.2
(c), one sees that the interaction Hamiltonian is proportional to H =
|2′, 2〉〈η+|+ |2′,−2〉〈η−|+ |2′, 0〉〈η⊥|+h. c., where |η⊥〉 is a state orthogonal
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Figure 7.2: Relevant hyperfine level structure of 87Rb. The cavity is res-
onant with the 1 ↔ 2′ transition. (a) Two pi-polarized lasers (blue lines),
respectively in resonance with 2↔ 1′ and 1↔ 1′, drive a STIRAP (green
dashed lines) that partially transfers population from |1,±1〉 to |2,±1〉. (b)
A bichromatic σ+/σ−-polarized laser, with color components respectively
in resonance with 1 ↔ 2′ and 2 ↔ 2′, state-selectively excites the atom
to the 2′ manifold. State-selection is achieved exploiting the dipole matrix
elements, indicated in panel (c) in arbitrary units, and is such that exci-
tations to the |2, 0〉 state are blocked. Thus, photon emissions (red wavy
lines) only from levels |2′,±2〉 occur, giving rise to the effective process
shown in green-dashed lines. The composed action of (a) and (b) imple-
ments transformation 7.1a. (d) If these processes are in turn preceded by a
pi/2 rotation between states |1,±1〉, transformation 7.1b is obtained. Such
rotation is driven by a Raman transition induced by a σ+/σ−-polarized
monochromatic laser ∆-detuned from 1 ↔ 1′. The optimal detuning is
∆ = ω′0/2, with ω′0 being the frequency difference between 1′ and 2′.
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to both |η+〉 and |η−〉. This implies that the latter are both dark states
with respect to transitions to |2′, 0〉 and can therefore only be excited to
|2′,±2〉, with the subsequent emission of a σ± photon. The pulse area is
pi, so that the excitations |η±〉 → |2′,±2〉 are carried out. Altogether, the
mapping |1,±1〉 → ±|1,±1〉|σ±〉 is completed: transformation 7.1a in the
chosen qubit encoding.
To end up with, transformation 7.1b requires the same two pulses
just described but preceded by an extra one, sketched in Fig. 7.2 (d).
This consists of a monochromatic σ+/σ−-polarized Raman laser, whose
frequency is exactly halfway between the 1 ↔ 1′ and 1′ ↔ 2′ transi-
tion frequencies. The Raman pulse area is pi/2, yielding the rotation
|1,±1〉 → 1√
2
(±|1, 1〉 + |1,−1〉). With this, the total transformation is
|1,±1〉 → 1√
2
(±|1, 1〉|σ+〉 − |1,−1〉|σ−〉), the desired operation 7.1b.
In the latter, the choice of Raman detuning is not at all casual. For





, that is, with the contributions from the virtual mediator levels |1′, 0〉
and |2′, 0〉 canceling out in the large-detuning limit. On the other hand,
small detunings tend to increase the risk of undesired photon-scattering
events. Nevertheless, ∆ = ω′0/2 maximizes the Rabi frequency and at the
same time keeps spontaneous emission within negligible levels [152].
7.5 Technical details
To minimize the chance that more than one photon is produced per se-
quence, excitations can be done with fast-excitation pulses, shorter than
all other relevant time scales [149, 153, 23, 49]. These pulses last so short
that the atom hardly has time either to decay or to transfer its excitation
to the cavity before the pulse is already finished. This way the probability
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of multiple excitations during the same pulse can be strongly suppressed to
levels as low as 0.01% (pulse durations of 3 ns) [49], so as not to constitute
a significant error source. A potential drawback could in principle be the
broadening of the laser linewidth. In fact, the linewidth can become com-
parable to the hyperfine splitting between the 2′ and 1′ manifolds of 87Rb,
ω′0 ≈ 814 MHz, making it inviable to address one without addressing the
other. Therefore, unwanted transitions to |1′, 0〉 could in principle occur
in the excitation pulse of Fig. 7.2 (b), imposing a fundamental limitation.
However, the relevant dipole matrix elements are such that |η±〉 are dark
states with respect to sublevel |1′, 0〉 too. The protocol’s performance is
thus not affected by the broadening of the frequency spectrum.
We have presented the scheme for 40Ca with the strong dipole transi-
tion 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2. Notice however that the same procedure can actually
also be applied to weak quadrupole transitions, such as 4S1/2 ↔ 3D3/2,
connected by Raman processes via 4P1/2 driven jointly by the cavity and
a Raman laser [48, 52]. In such a case, the Raman detuning can be in-
creased so as to drastically reduce the effective spontaneous-emission rate;
so that – even though excitation pulses take longer – extremely high overall
efficiencies are attained [52].
In turn, for both exemplary atomic species, the extremely long coher-
ence times (seconds) of the long-lived sublevels considered allow in principle
for the production of states with several photons. For 87Rb, the pulses re-
quired apart from the fast-excitation pulses – Raman rotation and STIRAP
– can be done altogether in a few microseconds [152, 150]. For 40Ca, even
in the slowest case of Raman processes mentioned above, excitation pulses
are carried out with durations of the order of 120 µs.
Note also that the “disconnection" measurement on the atom via the
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last emitted photon needs often not be done before the previously emitted
N photons arrive at destination. In such cases, the (N + 1)th photon is
measured only upon arrival and its measurement outcome is used as a feed-
back to post-process the previous N measurement outcomes (provided of
course that the atomic coherence is still intact). For situations where the
N -qubit photonic state must be prepared before propagation, the discon-
nection measurement can be done with a circularly-polarized beam-splitter
mounted on a movable structure. This must be introduced in the photons’
path after the Nth photon’s passage and before the last one’s. For repe-
tition rates of up to MHz and beam waists of micrometers, a piezoelectric
device coordinated with the last laser pulse can do the job.
7.6 Feasibility
Even though the protocol is in principle deterministic, the overall efficiency
is in practice never unity. The total probability of emission of an entangled
photon pair through the cavity output observed in Refs. [50, 154] is of
1.3%. Nevertheless, overall efficiencies of intracavity photon genearation
and cavity photon emission of 88% and 16.7%, respectively, per photon
have been demonstrated in more recent experiments [52]. Furthermore,
exhaustive simulations show that cavity photon-emission probabilities of
up to 74% per photon can be reached [154].
All in all, even modest success probabilities of about 1.3% per photon
pair such as the one demonstrated in Ref. [50] readily lie about 4 orders of
magnitude above the typical efficiency (10−6) of parametric downconver-
sions through nonlinear crystals, used to produce entangled photon pairs
in linear-optical experiments [131, 132, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142].
There, such low conversion efficiencies are overcome with pulsed sources of
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extremely high repetition rates and laser power. In terms of net output of
entangled pairs these sources comfortably beat any cavity-based method.
This changes though in the multi-partite scenario. The creation of genuine
multiphoton entangled states in linear-optical settings typically requires
synchronized encounters of multiple entangled photons at beam splitters,
where fusions into larger multi-photonic pieces take place. For any fixed
pulse rate and laser power, the probability of having simultaneous pairs
per shot decreases exponentially with their number. To this, one must add
that every beam splitter succeeds to fuse the incoming photons only half
the time, yielding an extra factor of 2 in the exponent of the net decrease.
This cannot be circumvented with a tour de force increase with N of the
shot repetition rate and the power, for the former increases the frequency
bandwidth and the latter represents an extremely unpractical experimen-
tal overhead. The cavity-based method proposed here does not bear these
particular scaling limitations and may provide a relevant alternative as one
increases N .
We notice further that our methods complement studies based on quan-
tum dots [155], which feature very promising scalability properties. How-
ever, in the short term the present methods seem considerably more feasi-
ble, because – as said – the experimental platform they require has already
repeatedly proved successful for the basic entanglement demonstrations.
Finally, violations of multiqubit Bell inequalities of up to 10 photons are
also viable with the current technology.
7.7 Efficiencies and fidelities
The main sources of inefficiencies in the emission of photons from the cav-
ity are nonperfect intracavity photon generation and photon losses. The
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former is essentially due to atomic motion (which introduces uncontrolled
variations in the atom-cavity coupling) and imperfections in the pump. The
latter is mostly dominated by atomic spontaneous emission and absorption
or scattering from the cavity mirrors. One alternative to dominate atomic
motion is to consider ionized specimens and exploit the strong electrical
confinement available in ion traps. For 40Ca+, overall efficiencies per pho-
ton of intracavity photon generation and cavity photon emission of 88%
and 16.7%, respectively, have been recently demonstrated [52]. There, ad-
vantage was also taken of the reduced effective spontaneous emission rate
due to large Raman detunings and the use of weak transitions. Cavity-
photon loss was mostly due to mirror scattering. Another possibility for
tight confinement is strong cooling and optical dipole traps [51]. Indeed,
for 87Rb, with appropriate cavity-atom and cavity-pump detunings, simu-
lations show that, for realistic cavity-atom couplings such as g/2pi = 6.7
MHz, the overall probability of photonic emission from the cavity can be
enhanced up to 74% per photon when the atomic motion is neglected (see
Chapt. 3 of Ref. [154]). These simulations take into account spontaneous
emission, undesired off-resonant excitations to other levels and magnetic
fields, and yield total photon losses due to atomic spontaneous emission
below 15%. It is interesting to notice that such high efficiency is above
the threshold—50%—of loss-tolerant photonic one-way quantum comput-
ing [156].
It is also important however to keep in mind that detection efficiencies
(including non-perfect mode-matching into the fiber, transmission losses
through the fiber and detector efficiencies) are usually no more than 30%.
Nevertheless, non-perfect detection is inherent to any photonic-state ma-
nipulation scheme and is therefore not a figure of merit for the efficiency
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of photonic-state generation schemes, such as the one proposed here.
Finally, we notice that fidelities of 86%, 87% and 93% for two-qubit
maximally-entangled states have been reported (see [50, 154], [149] and
[51], respectively). In turn, the minimal fidelities required for the demon-
stration of genuine multipartite entanglement using graph-state entangle-
ment witnesses, or for the violation of genuine multipartite Bell inequalities,
go from 75%, for 3 qubits, to approximately 53% and 35%, for GHZ and
linear cluster states, respectively, for 10 qubits [157]. Thus the methods
proposed here open a realistic venue for photonic multiqubit entanglement




entangling gates in the
weak-coupling regime
8.1 Introduction
Optical-to-near-infrared photons constitute the most natural system to
transport qubits (quantum bits) [158]. They have been dubbed “flying
qubits” for the ease with which they can be sent to distant locations. On
the other hand, due to their stability and relatively-long coherence prop-
erties, atoms readily offer an excellent physical realization of “stationary
qubits". Controlled interactions between photons and atoms are thus cru-
cial for long-distance quantum communication (QC) or, more generically,
quantum networking [159]. In this respect, maximally entangling gates
play a special role: They are used for state-transfer from atoms to pho-
tons [160, 48, 161], or vice versa [162]; to entangle distant atoms via flying
photons [96], or different flying photons via atoms [50, 51, 155, 163]; and,
ultimately, for measurement-based quantum computations sequentially dis-
tributed among hybrid atomic-photonic systems [164].
The dominant approach in atom-photon interaction has focused mainly
on the strong-coupling regime, in particular for atoms in high-finesse optical
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cavities [159, 160, 48, 161, 162, 50, 51, 155, 163]. In this regime, the coherent
interaction between the atom and the cavity mode strongly dominates over
all other processes, including cavity leakage and atomic decay. However,
despite the remarkable progress [159, 160, 48, 161, 96, 50, 51, 155, 163], the
strong-coupling regime remains challenging for single cavity-emitter setups
and poses a formidable challenge for cascaded arrangements, as would be
required in quantum networks. An alternative approach consists of ex-
ploiting the so-called Purcell regime [165, 166, 167], where the cavity-atom
coupling is much stronger than the atomic decay rate, but not the cavity-
loss rate. The cavity is then typically referred to as a bad cavity, with
an enhancement of the atomic spontaneous-emission rate into the cavity-
output mode as the main effect (the Purcell effect), instead of coherent
interactions. This particular form of weak-coupling regime is less techni-
cally demanding than the strong-coupling regime and can still allow for
interesting state-manipulations [165, 166, 167].
In fact, this is exploited in a recent proposal [54] where an optical emit-
ter is coupled to a one-dimensional (1D) waveguide, which can be thought
of as a cavity the limit of infinite losses. The tight transversal confine-
ment of the field by the waveguide induces a strong emitter-field coupling,
which, it turns out, can yield very high Purcell factors P –indicating the
system operates deep in the Purcell regime– [54]. With this, entanglement
between flying photons and stationary emitters can in principle be created
via resonant 1D scattering [168, 169] in the waveguide. This promising
idea has several potential implementations, including atoms coupled to
microscopic hollow fiber cores [170, 171] or ultra-thin optical nanofibers
[172, 173], or artificial solid-state emitters, such as quantum dots [174, 175]











Figure 8.1: Different 1D scattering setups. (a) The original arrangement
[54] uses a three-level emitter, with levels |g〉 and |e〉 coupled via the waveg-
uide, and a third metastable level |s〉 coupled to |e〉 only via classical fields.
In an ideal situation, an incident photon (black) is fully reflected (green),
for |g〉, or goes freely through (blue), for decoupled state |s〉. In a faulty
scattering though, there is a transmitted component (red) even for |g〉.
(b) In the present setup the scatterer has two-fold degenerate ground and
excited states |g±〉 and |e±〉, respectively, coupled by parallel transitions
through orthogonally polarized waveguide photons. Even for imperfect
scattering processes, if the photon is output with the correct polarization,
a high-fidelity phase gate is successfully applied on the emitter. A detec-
tion of an incorrectly polarized output, on the other hand, heralds a failure.
A 50/50 beam-splitter (BS) and two mirrors (M1 and M2) maximize the
probability of success (see text).
uides in photonic crystals. Nonetheless, due to emitter decay and finite
coupling strengths, all physical setups are restricted to finite P . More-
over, the scattering quality is in addition affected by non-zero photonic
bandwidths or detunings, and so is the absorption probability, so that the
scattering event may not even take place at all. These imperfections impose
fundamental limitations to 1D-scattering-based approaches.
In this Chapter, we propose a practical scheme for single-emitter-single-
photon interfacing that circumvents these limitations. The dominant phys-
ical errors are mapped into heralded photon losses instead of computational
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errors. This is achieved with a particular scattering process that changes
the polarization of photons, so that non-scattered photons are automati-
cally discarded through polarization filtering. Furthermore, even for faulty
processes, e.g. operating at low P , we find that the correct-polarization out-
put photons imprint a phase in the internal state of the emitter. We show
how how to exploit this for maximally-entangling gates between stationary
qubits encoded in the ground states of optical emitters in 1D waveguides
and flying qubits encoded either in the polarization or the time-of-arrival
(time-bin [177]) of photons. In addition, the gates allow for the storage or
retrieval of flying-qubit states, as well as for measurement-based quantum
computations sequentially distributed among the single-emitter quantum
memories.
8.2 Photons scattering off two-level emitters
in 1D
A two-level emitter, with ground and excited states |g〉 and |e〉, respectively,
dipole-coupled to a 1D continuum of electromagnetic modes can, ideally,
act as a perfect mirror for resonant single photons [169]. The photons are
fully reflected as a result of the destructive interference between the reemit-
ted and the (non-absorbed) incident wavefunctions. More technically, we
say that for an incident photon in a state |Ψi〉 =
∫
dzψ(z, t)|z〉, a perfect
reflection leads to |Ψr〉 = −
∫
dzψ(−z, t)|z〉. On the other hand, a perfectly
transmitted (freely propagating) photon remains in |Ψ〉 = ∫ dzψ(z, t)|z〉.
Here, z is the spatial coordinate along the waveguide, conventionally taken
as positive to the right, negative to the left, and with the origin z = 0 at
the atom’s position; t is the time, with the origin t = 0 at the scattering
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instant; |z〉 is the state of a photon localized at z; and ψ(z, t) ≡ ψ(t− z/c)
is a normalized wave function, where parameter c is the photonic group
velocity inside the waveguide (c > 0 for photons propagating from left to
right, and c < 0 otherwise). The global minus sign in the definition of |Ψr〉
comes from the absorption and subsequent reemission.
Perfect 1D scattering can be used to create emitter-photon qubit entan-
glement: Consider an extra metastable level |s〉 decoupled from the waveg-
uide light [54] [see Fig. 8.1 (a)]. A stationary qubit can then be encoded
in the stable atomic manifold, {|0〉a .= |s〉, |1〉a .= |g〉}, and a flying qubit
in the spatial wavefunction of single photons, {|0〉p .=
∣∣ΨR〉 , |1〉p .= ∣∣ΨL〉},
where |ΨR〉 and |ΨL〉 represent incident wavepackets with the same wave-
form but propagating from left to right and viceversa, respectively. For the
emitter in |1〉a, a perfect reflection causes |ΨR(L)〉 → −|ΨL(R)〉. Therefore,
since |0〉a is decoupled, a perfect process executes the maximally-entangling
gate |µ〉a|ϕ〉p → (−Xa)µ|µ〉a|ϕ〉p, where |ϕ〉p is any photonic-qubit state,
Xp the corresponding first Pauli matrix and µ = 0 or 1.
In practice however, the reemitted amplitude is weaker than the inci-
dent one and cannot cancel it. There is always a transmitted part [54].
For incident state |Ψi〉, the photon comes out in |Ψf〉 = |Φt〉 + |Φr〉,





dzφr(−z, t)|z〉, respectively, with [168, 169, 54]
φt(z, t) = ψ(z, t) + φr(z, t), (8.1a)





× e−i(ω0−iΓ/2)(t−z/c−t′)ψ(0, t′). (8.1b)
Here, Γ .= Γ1D + Γ′ is the total atomic decay rate, with Γ1D (Γ′) the rate
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of atomic decay into the waveguide (all channels but the waveguide, e.g.,
emission into free space, or non-radiative dissipation), and ω0 is the atomic
transition frequency. |Ψf〉 refers to the state-component left in the waveg-
uide, so it is normalized only when the Purcell factor P .= Γ1D/Γ′ is infinite.
In particular, for finite Γ′ and Γ1D →∞, a Dirac delta appears in the inte-
grand of 8.1b, so that φr(z, t) = −ψ(0, t − z/c) ≡ −ψ(t − z/c) ≡ −ψ(z, t)
and one has a perfect reflection: |Ψf〉 = |Φr〉 = |Ψr〉. Accordingly, the
probability of photon loss is κ .= 1− 〈Ψf||Ψf〉.
Apart from P , another relevant figure of merit is the reflection fidelity
f
.
= −〈Ψr||Φr〉, which measures how close to a perfect reflection the process
is and can also be affected by frequency detunings or non-zero photonic
bandwidths. In terms of P and f , the probability of photon transmission
and reflection are given respectively by [168, 169, 54] the transmittance
T .= 〈Φt||Φt〉 = 1−<f [2−1/(1+P−1)] and the reflectance R .= 〈Φr||Φr〉 =
<f/(1 + P−1). A maximally-entangling gate can only be obtained for
P → ∞ and f = 1, because only then does one have R = 1 (so that
|ΨR(L)〉 → −|ΨL(R)〉). The lower R is, the lower the fidelity of the resulting
gate is.
As a simple example, imagine an incident photon spontaneously emit-
ted, at rate γ, by a distant emitter. In this case the photon has a half-
exponential waveform of bandwidth γ. Eq. 8.1b is then immediately inte-
grated to yield f = (1+P−1 +γ/Γ1D− i2δ/Γ1D)−1, where δ is the detuning
from ω0. Notice that even if P → ∞ and δ ≈ 0, already for γ ≈ Γ1D, f
(and therefore also R) decreases to 1/2. This would indeed be the case
when emitter and scatterer are of the same species. More generally, this
limitation is a serious drawback for short pulses, as those used for instance
in time-bin qubits [158, 177].
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8.3 High-fidelity interaction from imperfect
processes
Consider now a four-level emitter, with degenerate ground and excited
states |g±〉 and |e±〉, as depicted in Fig. 8.1 (b). These are coupled via
parallel dipole transitions |g±〉 ↔ |e±〉, associated to the absorption from,
or emission to, the waveguide of σ±-polarized photons. σ+ and σ− denote
two orthogonal polarizations, as for instance the right- and left-handed
circular polarizations along the waveguide. The waveguide is taken as the
atomic quantization axis. An incident photon of spatial wavefunction |Ψi〉
and polarization σ± scatters as
|g±〉|Ψi〉|σ±〉 → |g±〉|Ψf〉|σ±〉, (8.2a)
|g∓〉|Ψi〉|σ±〉 → |g∓〉|Ψi〉|σ±〉. (8.2b)
If, instead, the photon is in the linear-polarization state |h〉 .= (|σ+〉 +






(|Ψf〉+ |Ψi〉)|h〉 ± (|Ψf〉 − |Ψi〉)|v〉
]
, (8.3)
where |v〉 .= (|σ+〉 − |σ−〉)/√2 is the vertical linear-polarization state. The
scattering generates now a v-polarized component. More importantly, while
for h-polarized outgoing photons nothing happens to the emitter, a state-
dependent pi-phase shift on the emitter accompanies the v-polarized com-
ponent of 8.3. This phase shift will be the basis of our entangling gates.
To maximize the v-polarized component, the input photon is coherently
split into two halves that simultaneously scatter off the emitter, incident
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from a different side each, as shown in Fig. 8.1 (b). Then, the reflected
and transmitted components of each half are coherently joined all back
into a single packet, which exits the BS through the same output mode it
was input. Then, (|Ψi〉 − |Ψf〉)/2 = −|Φr〉, and discarding the h-polarized
output from 8.3, one gets
|ϕ〉a|Ψi〉|h〉 → −Za|ϕ〉a|Φr〉|v〉, (8.4)
where |ϕ〉a is any atomic-qubit state in the basis {|0〉a .= |g−〉 , |1〉a .= |g+〉}.
For perfect scattering processes |Φr〉 = −|Ψi〉 and therefore the success
probability p .= 〈Φr||Φr〉 is 1. No photon is lost then. On the other hand, for
imperfect processes, with P <∞, |Φr〉 6= −|Ψi〉 and output photons with h
polarization are detected. These are discarded and the corresponding gate
runs fail. However, the important thing is that the fidelity of gate 8.4 is
not altered, only p is. We show next how to exploit successful Za gates for
high-fidelity entangling schemes.
8.4 Entangling gate for time-bin flying qubits
The first photonic-qubit encoding we consider is the time of arrival [177],
consisting of incident pulses that arrive either at some “early" scattering
time te, defining the state |Ψte〉, at some “later" time tl > te [177], defining
|Ψtl〉, or in any superposition of the latter two states. The qubit basis is
{|0〉p .= |Ψte〉, |1〉p .= |Ψtl〉}. The final ingredient of the protocol is the
application of a Hadamard gate Ha to the atomic qubit between te and tl:
If the photon arrives at te, the emitter undergoes first the Za and then Ha,
whereas if it arrives at tl, the order of the gates is reversed. Thus, since Za
and Ha do not commute, the overall stationary-qubit gate is controlled by
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Figure 8.2: Interferometric setup for polarization flying-qubits. Only
component |1〉p interacts with the scatterer. For successful interactions,
|1〉p is reflected up the interferometer by PBS2 and joins |0〉p at PBS3.
At the output, maximally entangling gate 8.6 between the flying and the
stationary qubits is implemented. For unsuccessful interactions, |1〉p comes
back out through PBS2 and PBS1, which heralds a gate failure. Legends:
PBS: polarizing BS; HWP: half-wave plate; WFC: waveform corrector. See
text.
the flying qubit’s state. The composite unitary transformation is
Uap = |0〉p 〈0| ⊗HaZa + |1〉p 〈1| ⊗ ZaHa (8.5)
is local-unitarily equivalent to the well-known controlled-phase gate 8.6,
defined below, and is therefore also a maximally-entangling gate.
8.5 Entangling gate for polarization flying
qubits
The other encoding considered is photon polarization. We define it by
{|0〉p .= |v〉 , |1〉p .= |h〉}. In this case, the active application of Ha is
replaced with the passive interferometer shown in Fig. 8.2. First, the |0〉p
and |1〉p components of an incident photon are spatially split by a polarizing
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beam splitter (PBS). |1〉p goes through both PBSs 1 and 2 towards the
scattering setup, whereas component |0〉p is reflected up the other arm
of the interferometer by PBSs 1. For unsuccessful events, |1〉p exits the
scattering setup with the same polarization, h. It is therefore transmitted
back through PBSs 2 and 1 and detected in h as before, heralding the
failure of the gate run. On the other hand, for successful Za gates the
polarization is flipped. Since it is then v-polarized, the pulse is reflected up
by PBS2, after which it is rotated back to |h〉 by a half-wave plate (HWP).
Finally, |0〉p and |1〉p are rejoined by PBS3. At the output of PBS3, the
total composite unitary transformation is the controlled-phase gate
Uap = |0〉p 〈0| ⊗ 1a + |1〉p 〈1| ⊗ Za. (8.6)
For successful events of imperfect processes, i.e. where the polariza-
tion is flipped but |Φr〉 6= −|Ψi〉 in 8.4, the spatial wave functions of the
packets meeting at PBS3 no longer coincide. So, unless the waveforms are
matched, the output polarization qubit may be correlated with different
spatial states. An experimentally relevant situation where this can be eas-
ily overcome is for incident photons with bandwidth much narrower than
Γ1D, so that ψ(z, t) can be approximated in 8.1b by a plane wave. In this
case the spatial waveform associated to |1〉p is |Φr〉 ≈ −k|Ψi〉, with |k| < 1.
To compensate for this, a waveform corrector (WFC) in the |0〉p arm maps
|Ψi〉 to k|Ψi〉. This slightly further decreases the overall success probability,
but leaves the fidelity intact. When the photon-atom detuning δ is zero,
k ∈ [0, 1) and the WFC consists of an attenuator (e.g., a BS) of transmis-
sivity k. If δ 6= 0, k ∈ C and WFC simply includes also a phase modulator.
In addition, the WFC may also include a delay to make |0〉p arrive simul-
taneously with |1〉p at PBS3. In the general situation |Φr〉 6= |Ψi〉, WFC
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can be realized by a second scattering block, identical to that of Fig. 8.1
b), but with the emitter permanently in state |g+〉 (or |g−〉), preceded by a
quarter waveplate to rotate |0〉p to |σ+〉 (or |σ−〉). With this, the associated
wavepacket is mapped from |Ψi〉 to |Φr〉 without becoming entangled with
the second scatterer, achieving the desired waveforms matching.
8.6 Single-emitter quantum memories and
sequential measurement-based quantum
computations
The present maximally entangling gates, together with single-qubit gates
and measurements, allow for efficient measurement-based quantum com-
putations sequentially distributed (by the flying qubits) among different
stationary qubits of a quantum network [164, 178]. The underlying model
is the seminal one-way quantum computer [19], but the approaches of
[164, 178] have the advantages that (i) only the pieces of the cluster rele-
vant for the particular computation are created (and almost immediately
consumed) [178], (ii) the number of required stationary qubits is drasti-
cally smaller than in the one-way model [178], and (iii) every flying qubit
needs interact with at most two stationary ones and typically with only
one [164, 178].
Since these models are universal [164, 178], they include for instance
the preparation of multipartite entangled states shared among different
scatterers, or simply the storage, and later retrieval, of flying-qubit states,
so that each emitter works as a quantum memory. The storage procedure
consists essentially of maximally entangling the incident photon with the
emitter, with a subsequent measurement on the outgoing photon. The
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retrieval, in turn, is done by maximally entangling a second photon with
the emitter-qubit, in the stored state, followed by a measurement on the
emitter. As a result, the second photon takes the stored state away with
it.
8.7 Feasibility
For quantum dots coupled to photonic-crystal waveguides, P > 20 has been
demonstrated [174]. This corresponds to success probabilities p > 0.95,
providing thus a candidate for the implementation of the proposed schemes.
Another potential setup is given by atoms coupled to ultra-thin tapered
optical nanofibers [172, 173]. The modest Purcell factors (P . 1) available
there already yield p . 0.5. On the other hand, even though plasmons in
metallic nanowires can render very high P , they do not bear two orthogonal
polarizations, and are therefore not optimal for our aims. The decay rates
observed in [174] are such that Γ1D > 1GHz, so that photons with pulse
durations around tens of ns can scatter off quantum dots with excellent
reflection fidelities.
These durations are longer than those of typical time-bin encodings
[177]. However, the required time delays can be achieved either with longer
interferometers or with an empty cavity in one of the interferometric arms,
for instance. In addition, the Hadamard gate needed between the two
time-bin components can be implemented in just picoseconds [179]. Then,
the total duration of the scattering gate would be comparable to the co-
herence time of bare quantum dots [180, 179]. Nevertheless, experiments
have already demonstrated that this can be enhanced by up to two orders
of magnitude with quantum control of the surrounding nuclear-spin bath
[181, 182].
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Finally, coupling single atoms to nanofibers stably is still challenging,
but the required techniques display a remarkably fast progress [172, 173].
Besides, in return, atoms readily provide coherence times as high as sec-
onds.
8.8 Heralded losses versus infidelities
The proposed gates apply directly to the storage or retrieval of flying-
qubit states, and to measurement-based multipartite-state preparations,
or generic quantum computations, sequentially distributed among distant
emitters [164, 178]. As a matter of fact, for quantum information and
communication applications, turning computational errors into losses is an
extremely advantageous property. While the formers reduce the fidelity,
the latter reduce only the efficiency, which is easier to circumvent. For
example, the most optimistic thresholds of error rate per gate tolerable
for fault-tolerant quantum computing are below 3% [148]. In contrast,
remarkably, the one-way model [19] for quantum computation, as well [178]
as the sequential counterparts considered here, can cope with particle loss






In this thesis, we investigated how to process quantum information without
precise manipulations of interactions over a large number of qubits and a
couple of schemes for photonic-qubit-materiel-qubit interfaces.
In Chapter 2, we proposed a 2D and a 3D gapped system, whose ground
state is entangled based on a factorized Hamiltonian. It is useful to find
other practical systems can offer same figures. With a factorized Hamilto-
nian, quantum computing can be performed without the need to switch off
interactions. The ground state can be reduced to a deterministic cluster
state, in contrast to AKLT like systems where cluster states are obtained
with stochastic structures. Errors induced by thermal fluctuations can be
corrected as long as the temperature is below a critical threshold. There are
other choices of Aαb and Bαb that satisfy conditions of spin-1/2 operators.
By replacing the center particle with different spin systems, i.e. spin-m/2
particles, one can get different spatial connectivities that each qubit is con-
nected tom other qubits in the cluster state. Thereby, it can be generalized
to 3D and more complicated configurations.
The MBQC predicts a new phase of matters, in which states have the
ability of universal quantum computing in the manner of measuring individ-
ual particles. In previous studies, the transition of the quantum-computing
ability depends on the error-correction code that is used for eliminating er-
rors induced by parameter misalignments and thermal fluctuations. Using
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the theory of matrix product states [183], it may be possible to determine
the intrinsic transition between the universal resource phase and the normal
phase. Most of known two-body-interaction Hamiltonians, whose unique
ground states are universal resources of the MBQC, are models of multi-
state particles rather than two-state particles (qubits), while the latter one
is more easy to be manipulated. Hence, it would be interesting to reduce the
complexity of particle internal states and find realistic two-qubit interac-
tions for the ground-code MBQC. An example of the two-qubit-interaction
Hamiltonian is proposed in Ref. [56], in which the five-body interaction for
the cluster state can be obtained effectively from two-body interactions via
perturbations. This perturbation must however be weak to get an approx-
imate cluster state. However, a weak perturbation implies a small energy
gap between the ground state and the first excited state. This means that
the system should be cooled to a sufficiently low temperature according to
the small perturbative energy gap. By investigating the intrinsic transi-
tion, it may be possible to boost the tolerable perturbation strength, i.e.,
the energy gap, to a more realistic value.
In Chapter 3, we determined the threshold for quantum computation
when two-qubit gates are non-deterministic. A specific case is that of a fully
distributed machine, i.e. a network of components each of which contains
only a single qubit. We find that it is tolerable if entanglement operations
over the network fail with a rate exceeding 90%, provided that such fail-
ures are heralded. The tolerable rate of un-heralded errors is 2×10−4. Our
analysis should allow experimentalists to determine if single-qubit compo-
nents are feasible with their particular approach, or if instead multi-qubit
components must be adopted. In Chapter 4, we described an approach
to distributed quantum computing using a machine with three qubits in
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each of its nodes. We showed that even such a limited system can offer
robustness through the process of purifying the infidelity on the network
(i.e. internode) entangling operation. While our DQC-3 protocol cannot
quite match the performance of the recently described DQC-4 procedure
[118], the significant saving in node complexity may be attractive to exper-
imentalists. For example, an NV- centre with an optically active electron
state and two coupled nuclear spins (say, one nitrogen and one carbon-13
nucleus) can suffice to realise the protocol described here.
For the distributed quantum computing, while the fidelity requirement
of probabilistic EOs has approached the realistic level, the requirement of
local deterministic operations are at least one order of magnitude higher
than it of the quantum computing based on a deterministic architecture.
So, the next effort would be boosting the fidelity requirement of local opera-
tions by considering multi-qubit parity projection distillations. Throughout
previous studies, it is assumed that all forms of error are equally likely; in
reality, in a given physical system some errors may be more prevalent. For
example phase errors on the network channel might be more common than
flip errors, and similarly the local gates within cells may suffer specific kinds
of noise, e.g. correlated noise. Any such bias in error occurrences is ‘good
news’ in that it can potentially be exploited by adapting the protocols, and
in this way the error thresholds might be further increased.
In Chapter 5, we described an advanced protocol for distributing en-
tanglement through the use of repeater stations which together generate
a topologically protected cluster state. We find that the approach is re-
markably robust to errors, while the resource cost within each repeater
scales only logarithmically with the total distance over which entangle-
ment is to be shared. In Chapter 6, we proposed a protocol for entangling
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remote qubits on a two-dimensional noisy quantum network, which is scal-
able when the number of quantum memories in each node of the network
is fixed. In our protocol, the communication rate decreases only logarith-
mically with the distance. The tolerable errors in the protocol presented
here are three orders of magnitude better than possible protocols based on
one-dimensional fault-tolerant quantum-computation schemes. In this pa-
per, we investigated the case in which each node has a five-qubit quantum
memory. Because every node is interacting with only one other node at
one time, memory qubits can be reused, and indeed, two qubits per node
is sufficient. With more memories, entanglement distillation protocols can
be used to improve the effective fidelity of quantum channels [184], i.e.
increase the error-rate threshold.
In Chapter 7, we proposed a family of protocols for the creation of
photonic GHZ and linear cluster states emitted from a single atom – or
ion – coupled to an optical cavity field. These protocols are based on laser
pulses with different polarizations and exploit the atomic natural dipole-
transition elements to state-selectively achieve the desired transitions. The
methods are in principle deterministic.
In Chapter 8, We proposed a simple scattering configuration for pho-
tons and optical emitters in 1D waveguides. This allows for probabilistic
maximally entangling gates between stationary qubits encoded in the emit-
ters’ ground states and flying qubits encoded in photonic polarization or
time-bin. The scattering process tags faulty interactions with an orthogo-
nal output polarization, which can be immediately detected and discarded,
rendering a built-in error-heralding mechanism. This turns gate infideli-
ties from weak couplings, atomic decay into undesired modes, frequency
mismatches, or finite photon-pulse bandwidths, into heralded losses. The
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resulting gates then either succeed with perfect fidelity, or fail in a heralded
manner, but are in principle never faulty. We have estimated success prob-
abilities for realistic current-technology setups that range from . 50% to
as high as 95%.
The hybrid gate via scattering has been demonstrated with a quantum
dot coupled to a photonic crystal cavity [185]. However, the fidelity in the
current experiment is only about 60%. It may be possible to improve the
fidelity by using my protocol in cavity-QED setups. My present protocol
of the hybrid gate can detect and correct errors induced by inefficient cou-
plings and spontaneous emissions of atoms. Another important source of
errors is the pure dephasing of atoms, which is more crucial for solid-state
artificial atoms, e.g., quantum dots, nitrogen-vacancy centres, and super-
conducting qubits. To investigate the effect of the pure dephasing, I am
developing a method to analyse the atom-photon scattering in a waveguide,
where the atomic state undergoes a relaxation process driven by a master
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